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INTRODUCTION
In writing this Brief Economic History of the 
City of Rockland, Maine there has been no desire or 
attempt to name the businesses that have been in 
existence in the City of Rockland, or to give the 
history of any particular business or industry. 
Indeed, the only attempt made has been to indicate 
those industrial movements and financial factors that 
have largely influenced the economic progress of the 
City.
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On March 23, 1630 to Beaucamp (London) and 
Leverett (Boston) a Patent was granted known as "The 
Lincolnshire or Muscongus Patent" by Parliament. 
This Patent later fell into the hands of General 
Samuel Waldo and became known as the "Waldo Patent". 
From this territory was later carved the present coun­
ties of Lincoln, Waldo and Knox. The Settlement of 
that section of the Patent from which the present City 
of Rockland was taken, was started in 1630 at what is 
now known as Thomaston, a truck house being built 
there. There were constant struggles with the 
Indians and many times the site was abandoned. In 
1676 there was nothing there but burned ruins. In 
1719-20 two blockhouses were built to entice settlers, 
but the blockhouses were destroyed in 1722. Altho 
there was a mill there in 1735 and in 1740 Waldo em­
ployed men in lime, lumber, grist milling, and in a 
saw mill, the place was desolated again in 1749. In 
1752 a new truck house was built and in 1754 a new 
Eaton’s History of Thomaston and Rockland - Years
as indicated.
blockhouse. The Indian menace was still constant and 
hindering and in 1762 the garrison was destroyed. By 
1776 the settlers were in such numbers that on Nov. 7 
of that year a petition was presented to set off a sect­
ion to be known as Thomaston (which included the present 
Oity of Rockland) from that part of the Patent known 
as Warren, and on March 7, 1777 it was so voted.
The first settlers in that part of Thomaston 
(which later was East Thomaston and finally the Oity 
of Rockland) was one Reed, who built a house at what 
is now known as the Highlands section of the Oity. 
At a later period persons interested in the lime and 
shipping industry built kilns and homes at the "shore* 
at East Thomaston, and this section became known as the 
"Shore Village". The "Shore Village" grew gradually 
at first, but with the increase in the lime industry 
began to grow much more rapidly than the parent town 
and by 1840 had fairly outstripped the original settle­
ment in numbers and in business activity. On March 13, 
1848 a motion to divide the town of Thomaston into 
three separate towns was passed and on July 28, 1848 
an Act of Legislature setting off East Thomaston
(Rockland) and South Thomaston from Thomaston was 
approved. East Thomaston continued her separate 
existence as a town by that name for two years, an 
Act of the Legislature dated July 17, 1850 changing 
the name to Rockland. It was an Act of Legislature 
dated June 3, 1854 that gave the charter which made 
Rockland the eighth chartered city of the State, and 











Population figures from Maine Registry excerpt 1930
from Rockland Courier Gazette.
OITY FINANCES
A history of the financial affairs of the Oity 
must of necessity be rather inadequate for the simple 
reason that the reports given are meagre and not uni­
form. The loaning of the credit of the Oity to Knox 
and Lincoln Railroad has played an unusual and import­
ant part in the financial history of the Oity. 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR PAYMENT OF FUNDS.
There has been no continuing policy fixing the 
responsibility for the payment of funds until after 
1914. This is quite apparent when one studies the 
ordinances and statements regarding the placing of such 
responsibility from time to time. An ordinance (1) 
passed in 1861 stated that "The Joint Committee on 
Highways are to direct the expenditures of the money 
on the new roads", and were to make a "written report 
to the Oity annually". In 1865 an Ordinance (1) was 
passed which read to the effect that the Road Commiss­
ioner be "required to settle and pay all accounts con­
tracted in the discharge of his duties". This new 
ruling apparently meant that the Joint Committees of
(1) Oity Report 1866 - Ordinances since 1859 p.62
the Oity were no longer responsible for the spending 
of the departments over which they exercised jurisdict­
ion, but that the responsibility should be squarely 
fixed upon their appointee, the head of the department. 
However, in 1877, it would appear that the former 
policy of Joint Committee responsibility was again put 
in force with the passage of an Ordinance (2) that 
year relating to the Fire Department, which read that 
"the Joint Committee of the Fire Department shall make 
the necessary purchases for the said department". The 
records do not show that thru the years there was any 
chahge in this policy until 1914. Auditor Flint in 
his report said: "There has not been any department or 
official that has paid olains to any holder of city
claims except the Oity Treasurer. This is a radical
change from the custom formerly in vogue and merits 
the approbation of the taxpayer". (3) It is to be
noted that at this time there was a change in the
attitude of the political parties relative to the office 
of Oity Treasurer. Ho longer was the office to be a 
"political plum", but the finances of the city were to 
be "taken out of politics". The two ideas, first that
Ordinances Vol. 4 p.324
City Report 1915 p. 51 
the treasurers office should not be mixed in politics 
and secondly that the payment of all funds should be 
in the hands of the single official, the city treas­
urer, have been strictly adhered to.
CITY ACCOUNTING.
The Ordinances of 1861 and of 1865 relating to (4) 
the spending of city funds required that an annual 
report of such expenditures be made to the City in 
writing. In 1874, however, a very definite plan for 
city accounting was set up. Section 2 of the City 
Ordinance o:f 1874, approved March 18, reads: "It
shall be the duty of said auditor to lay before the (5) 
City Council, annually, at such time as the Council 
may direct, an estimate of the amount of money necess­
ary to be raised for the ensuing year under the re­
spective heads of appropriations, and shall, also, 
annually, at such time as the Council may direct, make 
and lay before said Council a statement of all the 
receipts and expenditures of the past financial year, 
giving in detail the amount of appropriation and ex­
penditures for each specific object, the receipts from 
each source of income, the whole to be arranged, as far
(4) City Report 1876. Ordinances.pp. 76 to 79
(5) Ord. Vol. 4. p. 253
as practicable, to conform to the accounts of the City 
Treasurer; and said statement shall be accompanied by 
a schedule of all the property belonging to the Oity, 
and an exhibit of debts due from the City.’1 (6)
The Oity Reports reflect the new state of affairs, 
there appearing in said reports a minute list of expen­
ditures of each of the departments.
In 1876 the Ordinance of 1874 was modified to 
read as follows: 1. "The Oity Council shall annually (7) 
in the month of March, or as soon thereafter as may be, 
choose a Oity Auditor who shall be removable at the 
pleasure of the Oity Council. 2. It shall be the duty 
of said Auditor, on or before the first Monday in March 
of each year, to carefully examine the accounts, 
receipts, disbursements and vouchers of all the Oity 
Officers, who receive money belonging to the Oity, and 
are required by law to account for the same, and make 
a report of the same as often as once a year to the 
Oity Council." (6)
It is apparent that this Ordinance does not change 
the policy of the Oity, but merely define the duties 
of the office of Auditor and definitely fixes his status 
as a Oity Official.
(6) Oity Ordinances, Vol. 4, p.47.
(7) Oity Report 1876 -p.76-79 Ordinances.
Altho the office of the Oity Auditor was not 
abolished, the functions of that office were some­
what modified by Section 27 of the Amendment to the (8) 
Charter in 1893. The reports of the spending of 
money by the city departments to the city givernment 
were now to be prepared by the Oity Treasurer.
"Section 27. The municipal fiscal year shall end 
on the second Monday in February and the report of all 
city officials shall be completed and made to the Oity 
Council at a meeting to be held on the third Monday 
of February. And the Oity Treasurer shall cause to 
be published in all the city papers issued during the 
week prior to the first Monday in March an accurate 
summary of the reports of all officials receiving or 
disbursing money of the Oity, and a statement of the 
condition of the several appropriations." (8)
THS CITIZENS’ REPORT OF 1881. (9)
Dissatisfaction with tax schedules and burdens 
reached a climax in 1880 and many public meetings were 
held. Finally on January 5, 1881 at a public meeting 
the following resolution was adopted: "That a committee 
of two from each ward be raised to consider and report
(8) Oity Report 1893 p. 142
(9) Citizens Report attached to Oity Reports 1879-84
at an adjourned meeting upon the following:
1. What is the amount of the funded debt of this City 
now outstanding; for what purpose was it contracted, 
and how much are the contingent liabilities of the
Oity at the present time?
Majority Report
Funded Debt. $210.650 










Report same in all particulars with the except­
ion of contingent liabilities. This group added 
Rockland’s proportion of the County and State 
debts, and called attention to the possibility of 
a portion of National Debt that might have to be 
borne.
11. "Whether or not the present valuation, by the Oity
Assessors, of the real and personal estate, or either, 
is excessive and whether the total valuation shows a 
decrease, and if so, is a further decrease probable or 
otherwise?”
Majority Report.
Tax rate at three percent and exceptional business 
depression has depreciated value of real estate, 
and marketable at less than assessors valuation. 
Total value shows a decrease. Business value to 
improve. Vessel values to decrease.
Minority Report.
Same as majority report, and state that not 
only has there been a decrease in value but 
that a further decrease in both personal and 
real estate is not only possible, but probable.
III. “Whether or not, the municipal expenditures are 
liable to an increase in the near future?"
Majority Report.
"We do not think is wise or judicious for the 
City to engage in any projects that would re­
quire large amounts of expense in the near 
future." The committee did not feel that there 
was any great need of expense in the future as 
most departments of the Oity were sufficiently 
well equipped.
Minority Report.
Because of indebtedness and condition of highways 
and trend of expenditures believed that "the mun­
icipal expenditures of our Oity are liable to an 
increase in the near future".
IV. "What is the total indebtedness of the County of
Knox? In what manner does the debt mature? What pro­
portion of the County tax falls upon the Oity of Rock­
land under the valuation of 1880? What has been the 
reduction of said County debt since its maximum, and 
what is the amount of County tax laid on the Oity at 
this time?
Majority Report.
The only debt of the County is for the court­
house - $80,000.




V. “Whether or not a reduction in the State Tax upon
the City is probable or otherwise in the near future.*
Majority Report.
The State indebtedness is decreasing, therefore, 
the oity proportion should decrease. The Com­
mittee censored state salaries for staying so high 
when laborers salaries were so reduced.
Minority Report.
Concur.
VI. “What is the present condition of the manufactur­
ing industries and other enterprises of the City? Is 
it hopeful? Does the near future give promise of in­
creased prosperity or otherwise?
Committee did not report.
VII. “What value does the Oity possess in the Knox and
Lincoln Railroad and are the net earnings liable to in­
crease in the future?"
Committee as a whole:
Value of holdings in the Knox and Lincoln R.R. 
depends upon future earnings. Unwise for Rock­
land to dispose of its interest, but recommend 
that interest bonds be reduced from six to four 
percent. The values of the holdings are expected 
to increase.
The sixth proposition upon which the committee did 
not report was answered in the course of time in such 
a fashion to bear out the statements made by the Mayor 
in his inaugural address of 1881: - "We are now 
realizing that there is a slow but sure improvement 
in our li£e manufacturing as well as in our navigation, 
both of which, during the past few years have suffered 
more than almost any other description of property”. (10) 
The financial records of the Oity throw some light .
as to the correctness of the Committee’s Report. On 
proposition two the records reveal that there was but 
a slight variation in the total valuation and that the 
committee erred in hoping that a real decrease would 
take place. It is interesting to note that on pro­
position three the minority report was most decidedly 
correct in every particular. Not only did the expen­
ditures of the Oity as a whole increase in the "near 
future", especially because of the call to pay interest 
on the Knox and Lincoln R.R. Aid Bonds which the company 
could not meet, but the expenditures of the departments, 
and especially that of highways, were rather consider­
ably increased. On the proposition numbered five the 
committee was correct in their assumption that the 
State indebtedness was decreasing and that there would 
be a corresponding decrease in the proportion payable
(10) Oity Report 1881 p 3.
By the Oity. On the seventh proposition concerning 
the Knox and Lincoln R.R. the advice of the committee 
was followed, as noted in the complete report of this 
phase of city financing, and that the advice was sound. 
Railroad Aid Bonds were refunded at four percent, and 
when the interest in the Road was sold in 1891, the 
value of the city holdings had been enhanced somewhat 
thru the years, and in later years the value of the 
bonds was much higher.
CITY TAX RAISED.
The graph showing the amount of city tax raised 
shows that the costs of carrying on the city functions 
has steadily increased thru the years and that the most 
marked increase came during and since the World War. 
This increase is natural all thru the years as the city 
increased its services to the community thru its vari­
ous departments, as the charts for their expenditures 
will show. The heavier increase since the War corres­
ponds in a large measure with the increased cost of 
living for the nation as a whole. The period indi­
cated by the year 1875 and year 1880 is largely con­
nected with the payment of interest on the Knox and
Lincoln R. R. Bonds. These payments which began in 
1874 were at first paid in part by taxation and the 
policy continued for some years, but as the burden be­
came heavier with the years, more and more of the in­
terest money was raised by the issuance of bonds, and 
so in 1885, altho bond interest was paid in still 
larger amounts, the amount raised by taxation was con­
siderable less. Practically no interest payments were 
paid by taxation in 1890, the road being sold in 1891, 
and the increase in amounts of taxes raised in the years 
subsequent to the World War period and beyond is attri­
buted to a program of permanent improvements inaugurat­
ed at this time. In the year 1890 more than $25,000 
was spent for this purpose. The enormous increase (11) 
in State taxes is undoubtedly another cause,
There is always an interesting relation between 
the amount of city tax raised and that committed to 
the collector. In the early years of the city there 
were many abatements, but during the period of and fol­
lowing the depression practically all of the tax comm­
itted was collected, probably because of prime necess­
ity. The chart for the ten year period 1911 to 1920
(ll)City Report 1890 p. 63


(the interest available since tax collections are con­
tinuing at the present time for ten years back) gives 
a very fair picture of the tax collection situation. 
THE FUNDED DEBT.
The"City Debt” as contained in the City Reports 
is always an item subject to much controversy and 
speculation due to the fact that the value of the 
assets included in the resources is usually open to 
criticism or at least to differences of honest opinion. 
The funded debt of the city is, on the contrary, def­
inite and acknowledged. The debt of the city at the 
time of its incorporation in 1855 was about $10,000,(12) 
but was not funded. The first large increase in the 
funded debt came during the Civil War period, and is 
largely due to the payment of bounties and volunteer 
expenses. The amount of the debt was much decreased 
when refunds were later made by the State. The enor­
mous debt shown in the graph by the years1885, 1890 and 
1895 was due to the fact that the Oity had loaned her 
credit to the amount of $735,300 to the Knox and Lincoln 
Railroad. In 1891 the road was sold and the City (] 
received about $400,000 in bonds and $60,000 in cash for
(12) Oity Report 1855 p.3
(13) Chapter on Knox & Lincoln R.R.

her interest, all this being applied to the reduction 
of the city debt. However, it is very evident that 
the bulk of the present city debt (funded) is due the 
financing of the piece of railroad. The bonds receiv­
ed in payment for the road were all sold by 1902 and 
there has been a gradual reduction of the debt from 
that period until 1920. The increase, which is relat­
ively small, since 1920 has been due to two main 
factors: first, the raising of money for permanent 
improvements in the form of improved roads, and second, 
for the building of a new schoolhouse, to house the 
Junior and Senior High Schools. The latest figures 
available in the reports show that approximately one- 
fourth of the debt is bearing three per-cent interest, 
one-fourth bearing four percent interest, and one-half 
bearing three and one-half percent interest. About 
two-thirds of the later loans bear four percent and 
the rest three and one-half percent. Most of the bonds 
are what is known as "seven year option", altho some 
run for a period of ten years.
STATE TAXES.
The Citizen’s Committee of 1881 was somewhat in­
terested in the amount of taxes paid to the County and
to the State, and what could be expected to be the 
condition of this acoaunt in the future. The County 
tax has been increased gradually and normally over the 
years, as it should be, the County performing but few 
functions for the City. The State Tax on the other 
hand has touched the extremes. The Civil War period, 
as was to be expected, saw the amount of taxes paid to 
the State amount to enormous figures. With the ending 
of the war the tax paid rapidly declined reaching the 
low point in 1-890, the tax being but slightly higher 
than that due the County. The amount paid in state 
taxes had been small for some two or three years previous. 
The amount suddenly jumped in 1892 to almost double the 
1890 figure. The tax continued to increase in amount 
rather gradually until the World War period and increas­
ed rapidly and enormously until 1920. Since that time 
the tax has remained rather consistently high. This 
is undoubtedly one reason for the increased amount of 
the tax found necessary to be raised by the city tax.
The City of Rockland also, as other towns and cities, 
received funds from the State. With the exception of 
the period just after the Civil War, when the amount


paid in tax to the State was decreasing and the amount 
received generally increasing, there has been a ten­
dency for the Oity to receive increased amount from 
the State as it has paid increased amounts, altho most 
certainly not in the same proportion.
The records of the Oity of Rockland show that in (14) 
1900 more money was received from the State than was 
paid by the Oity to it. This condition was undoubt­
edly due to the fact that the State has at times not 
paid to the Oity funds which were due to it when due, 
persumably for cause. The records of the Oity would 
carry the item as “Due from the State", but the cash 
had not been received.
INTEREST PAYMENTS.
Interest payments by the Oity are one of the most 
costly of the charges of the Oity. The payments are 
made upon two major kinds of loans, the funded debt, 
and the temporary loans. When the temporary loans 
are rather constant relatively and are floated only in 
anticipation of taxes, the graph showing the interest 
payments is likely to follow rather closely the graph 
showing the amount of the funded debt of the city, in
(14) Oity Report 1900 p.63-65

its deviations. This has been the situation in the 
City of Rookland and a comparison of the two graphs 
of interest payments and funded debt will show this 
fact. It is, then, clearly to be seen that for the 
most part the increase or decrease in the amount of 
interest payments is due to the same facts that have 
caused the funded debt to increase or decrease.
It is a fact that during the heaviest interest 
payment periods, i.e. 1880 to 1900, more money was paid 
out as interest than was spent on any other activity 
of the city. At the present time only the amounts 
spent for schools and highways exceeds that spent for 
interest. The amount paid in salaries, including all 
those of the various departments, is at present equal 
to that paid for interest.
SALARIES ACCOUNT.
In relation to the amounts paid by the Oity in 
the form of salaries there are three or four matters 
of interest. When the Oity was first incorporated 
there was a natural increase in the amounts paid for 
officials over that paid them when a part of the Town 
of Thomaston. During the Oivil War the amounts paid

were drastically reduced. For the years 1875 and 1876 
the amounts paid were practically doubled over the just 
previous years, but thereafter the former schedules 
held. Up to 1895 the amounts charged to the Salaraies 
Account were those paid to city officials who were 
general officials and not connected with any departmen­
tal activity in particular. During this year 1895, 
salaries formerly charged to the departments were now 
charged to the Salaries Account, causing this aocount 
to show an enormous increase. This practice continued 
untill 1914 and 1915 (see charts) when again the salar­
ies of department heads were charged to the department. 
A change was again made and the 1920 figures show that 
salaries of department heads were again charged to the 
Salaries Account, as they are at present. It is indeed 
obvious that charts showing the expenditures for the 
years in which department head salaries were not in­
cluded in the expense of that department are mislead­
ing to that very extent amd will account for the indi­
cated reduced expenditures in the departments during 
those periods.
There has been, however, over the period of years, 
a gradual increase in the salaries paid, both as to 
amount of the individual salaries, and in the number 
paid. Probably the most outstanding examples of in­
creases are in the Fire and Police Departments, 
especially for the additional salaries paid; in the 
office of the Mayor, now a full time official under 
the new charter, and in the treasuryship and clerkship, 
where fees have been abolished as a part payment to the 
official and a straight salary granted.
POLICE AND FIRE DEPARTMENTS.
In reading the graphs for the Police Department 
and the Fire Department it must be kept in mind that 
from 1895 to 1920 inclusive with the exception of 1915, 
the salaries of the heads of the departments were not 
charged to the department, but to the Salaries Account, 
and will account in full for the apparent decrease in 
expenses for the departments.
It will be noted when looking at the graphs for 
these two departments that the year 1875 appears to be 
one of very heavy expense, especially in comparison 
with the near years. It is noted in the reports of the 
Police Department that where in 1870 there were but two (15)
(15) Oity Reports 1870 p. 24


policemen on the payroll of the Oity and in 1880 but 
three, there were in the year 1875 five policemen, a (16) 
deputy marshal, and a marshal, or a total of seven. (17) 
The reports of the Fire Department does not give any 
indication as to why the expenditures were heavy. The 
records of the Oity,however, show this to be a rather 
more expensive year than those just preceding or fol­
lowing, and the conclusion that perhaps it was a year 
of political debt paying may not be far out of the way. 
However, there is one factor that should be noted re­
garding the year 1875. Contingent expenses for this 
year are less by almost two-thirds than those of the 
previous or succeeding years, which would indicate that 
many expenditures have found their classification 
under departmental expenditures instead of wandering 
into that ,,cove^-all,, account called MContingent11.
A careful scrutiny of the reports of the Oity would 
indicate that on the whole the expenses of the depart­
ments have been increasing, but naturally with the in­
creased efficiency and added functions of the depart­
ments. In the Police Department the numbers of patrol­
men have been largely increased with the years, and in
(16) City Reports 1880, p. 38
(17) Oity Reports 1875, p. 36
the Fire Department there has come rather heavy increase 
due to the professionalizing of the department and 
having a force of permanent workers. Formerly the Fire 
Department was primarily made up of volunteer companies. 
Then too, there is the matter of equipment. Rockland 
has kept step with the more progressive cities and adopt­
ed the most modern means of fighting fires. It is a 
far cry from the old hand tub to the modern motorized, 
chemically equipped department.
PAUPER DEPARTMEHT.
The year 1875 again shows up as an expensive city 
year. During the troubles and trials concerned with 
the financing of the Knox and Lincoln Railroad, there 
was a slight falling off in the amounts made available 
for the poor. The amounts spent since then are rather 
uniform, but the conduct of the department and the ex­
penditures of the funds have not by any means been uni­
form. There have been some notable improvements in 
the administration of this department in recent years. 
Under the old "overseer" idea, there existed a "city 
store" (usually a private enterprise which handled the 
pauper business, which wasn*t such a "poor" business at 
any time) and applicants for aid were seldom refused. 
It was considered to be cheaper than sending folks to 
the Poor Farm, altho this institution has continued

to have a reputation for efficient service in all ways 
for years. A City Matron has been employed of late, 
who is trained in handling cases arising out of "poverty 
situations” and altho the expenditures for the poor 
have not increased until the last four or five years, a 
much more efficient relief has been administered.
WATER AND LIGHT.
An Act of the Legislature on August 20, 1850 (18)
created the Rockland Water Company, a private concern, 
and at the end of ten years the City of Rockland was 
to have the privilege of taking over the company by 
refunding all expenses plus ten percent. By 1852 seven (19) 
miles of pipe had been laid and the work "completed".
In 1854 a contract was signed with the company for (20) 
general city and fire purposes. Since that time suc­
cessive contracts have been signed for new periods and 
increased service, and so the graph shows a rather steady 
increase in water costs for the Oity. The lowered cost 
after 1920 is due to the revision of rates by the Public 
Service Commission.
Expenditures for electric light service from the 






Files Courier Gazette June 20, 1851
Files Courier Gazette June 30, 1851 
City Reports 1858 p. 4
Oity Reports 1890 p. 117


The increased expenditures thru the years has been 
almost entirely due to an increased service until 
the later years when the rates have advanced some­
what under the sanction of the State Oommission.
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT.
"Road Damage”, an account to take care of that 
amount spent to pay for land condemned by the Oity for 
use for roads, was not set up until 1857 and so the 
figures for road payments for 1855 contain the amounts 
spent for this purpose. The enormous expense for the 
year 1890 was due to the unusual expenditure of some 
♦25,000 for "permanent improvements" which meant roads. 
However, after this year the improvements were taken 
care of more systematically and funds more equal in 
amount were set aside each year for this purpose. In 
fact, because of this policy rather consistently fol­
lowed, the Oity has over this long period of years been 
able to provide for itself rather gradually permanent 
roads in its business sections without having to resort 
to a heavy and expensive building program in these later 
years when other towns and cities are spending almost 
unheard of amounts for improvements of this type. The

usual road or highway department improvement appropri­
ations run on the average to about the same amount but 
is spent on specific projects. If a particular pro­
ject required large amounts one year then the following 
year a smaller amount is appropriated so as to keep re­
asonably within distance of the building program and 
not unduly increase the debt of the Oity. As far as 
possible the regular work of the Highway Department is 
planned on the "permanent” basis. The records would 
indicate that the expense of road building would grad­
ually increase with the years, but would be so handled 
as not to cause any serious financial difficulties.
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.
The graph showing the expenditures of the school 
department is one of which the Oity of Rockland is ex­
ceedingly proud. There has been consistently over the 
years an increasing amount spent on the education of the 
youth of the City. There has been no wild expenditures 
in the effort to be "first with the fads", but a gradual 
adoption of the proved advanced steps in the educational 
program. There have been large increases in the numbers 
attending the schools. As the years have come there has
been the effort made to pay still larger amounts for 
teachers salaries in order to obtain the more efficient 
instructors. The schools are overcrowded; the new 
programs call for a wider range of school activities, and 
there is every indication that more money will be spent 
for the schools than ever before. (22)
It will be noted that the proportionate amounts 
spent by the City to that furnished by the State is grow­
ing larger and larger.
Attention is called to the fact that the graph does 
not show any amounts spent on the building program of 
the City for the schools. Only those amounts spent for 
instructional purposes and supplies are included. The 
building program of the Oity for the schools is not what 
it might or should be. During the last five years a 
new High School has been built and at present additional 
wings are being built to house the Junior High School. 
Aside from this effort no new buildings have been built 
for many years and but one of those now in use, excepting 
the new High School, can be classed in any way as a modern 
structure. It is very evident, then, that the City must 
look forward to a rather extensive building program in 
the near future and make their financial plans therefor.
(22) City Report 1928 p.9

When the Oity of Rockland was incorporated there 
was a debt of about $10,000 ( not funded) and altho it 
increased to about $15,000 by 1861, it was not until 
after the Oivil War that there was any attempt to estab­
lish a policy for handling the finances of the Oity.
In 1867 the Oity Treasurer recommended the refunding of (23) 
the debt from a six to a five percent basis, and as an 
incentive for the sale of the refunding securities at a 
lower interest rate, proposed that those held locally be 
exempt from taxation. Another idea promulgated by the 
Treasurer at this time was that the Oity receive money (24) 
on deposit and issue certificates of deposit at six per­
cent or less on same. These certificates of deposit
were to furnish current funds and thus enable the Oity 
to appropriate $10,000 annually so that the Oity Debt 
would be amortized in sixteen years. These recommendat­
ions of the Treasurer were, however, not put into practice.
When the Oity made the "great mistake" of lending (25) 
its credit to the Knox and Lincoln Railroad it became 
necessary again for the officials to plan some way to 
reduce their interest burden and debt because of the six 
percent bonds, non-callable, which had been issued to the
(23) Oity Report 1867 p.15
(24) Oity Report 1867 p.15
(25) Oity Report 1881 p. 6
amount of over $700,000. As recounted elsewhere, re­
funding was resorted to in order to spread the debt 
over a longer period of time and especially to reduce 
the interest rate and payments. And as one citizen 
of the City has said:- "lest we forget, that debt is 
with us yet”.
Since the greater part of the present city debt 
is due to the rash use of the credit of the City for 
the Knox and Lincoln R.R. and the burden is still felt, 
there has been established the policy of “pay as you go" 
and strong opposition to the ides that the credit of the 
City can again be used except for the most legitimate 
present needs.
THE KNOX AND LINCOLN RAILROAD.
The Maine Legislature in 1849 granted a charter to (1) 
the Penobscot and Kennebec Railroad Company for the con­
struction of a railroad from the Kennebec River to Rock­
land. The same legislature, however, changed the name 
to the Penobscot, Lincoln and Kennebec Railroad because 
of the confusion with the railroad chartered to be built 
between Waterville and Bangor. The charter was kept 
alive by legislative enactment, and in 1864 the name was 
again changed to the Knox and Lincoln Railroad. The 
location of the road was authorized from Rockland thru 
the counties of Lincoln and Knox to a point on the west 
side of the Kennebec River between the south line of Bath 
and the north line of Richmond, to connect with the Port­
land and Kennebec Railroad. To aid in the construction (2) 
of the road, the cities and towns along the route were 
authorized to issue bonds, the City of Rockland amount 
being $400,000. These loans were to be secured by 
mortgage on the railroad, and were conditional upon the 
prior expenditure of at least $300,000 raised by the sale 
of stock.
That the construction of the railroad was believed 
to be an undertaking of vast importance to the Oity of
(1) Maine Railroads - Chase p. 59
(2) Maine Railroads - Chase p. 59
Rockland is shown in Mayor Joseph Farwell’s inaugural 
address in the year 1866. "The question of a railroad (3) 
from this city to connect with the Kennebec Railroad is 
claiming the attention of the citizens east of the 
Kennebec River, in the towns on and adjacent to the 
proposed route. In my judgment this is a matter which 
ought deeply to interest them. That it will be for the 
interest for all of the towns on and near the line of 
this projected road that it shall be built and that as 
soon as possible, there can be but one opinion. The 
opening of the railroad communication with the west for 
all these towns, creating inducements to capitalists to 
come amongst us and invest, sould soon settle in a sat­
isfactory manner the utility of such an enterprise. The 
water power now running to waste and waiting for capital 
to bring it into use, would soon be sought out; and in­
stead of our young men seeking business and employment 
away, they would find them at their own doors. Wealth 
and labor would flow into these towns instead of going 
out. I urge upon you a full consideration of this sub­
ject, and the necessity of prompt action on the part of 
this city while the question is being agitated, and while 
public opinion seems to be tending in the right direction. 
It demands liberal action on the part of the towns im­
mediately interested, and therefore, I advise and urge
(3) Oity Reports 1867 p.4
that steps be taken without delay by this city, looking 
to the completion of this road at the earliest practica­
ble day.” (4)
The original subscription of stock totalled $370,900, (5) 
the Oity of Rickland subscribing $100,000 as a city, and 
citizens to the amount of $50,000. The first estimated 
cost for the construction of the road was about $1,465,000, 
and the original aid secured from the cities and towns 
about $1,300,000. (6)
In his address in 1867 Mayor Farwell said : ”By (7) 
direction of the last Oity Council I subscribed for the 
Oity of Rockland to the capital stock of the Knox and 
Lincoln Railroad Company the sum of $100,000 and the 
inhabitants of the oity voted almost unanimously at a 
legal meeting held to express their sentiments upon the 
matter, to loan the credit of the city to said corporat­
ion for $400,000. In addition to this there has been 
subscribed by individuals of the city some $50,000 and 
it is only necessary that this last subscription shall 
be doubled, with what can and will be done at other 
points, to make the road a certainty; and within two 
years our fond anticipations of railroad communication
(4) Oity Report 1866 p.4
(5) City Report 1867 p.4
(6) Maine R.R. Chase p.60
(7} Oity Report 1867 p.4
will be realized, and we shall be numbered among the 
cities and towns of New England which enjoy the great 
advantages of the railway." (8)
The estimates for the construction of the road 
were decidedly inadequate. There had never been built
a.
in Maine, and indeed few anywhere else^thru country 
possessing the characteristics of the coast of Maine 
between the Kennebec River and Penobscot Bay at Rockland. 
A large amount of the work, since there was no river 
route available for any distance, was costly rock work, 
and the fills and bridge work, which was necessary in 
crossing the heads of the bays and the tidal rivers, was 
exceedingly expensive. (9)
In 1869 Mayor George Kimball, Jr., said in his 
address: ”Up to thfe present time the road has been able (10) 
by sale of its bonds to meet all claims. No bonds have 
been sold at less than ninety percent, and are daily be­
coming more sought for as a profitable investment." 
However, in 1870 all available funds had been expended 
and in the fall of that year the cities and towns, by 
special elections, voted to raise their respective quotas 
of a new loan for $475,000, and these votes were made
(8) Oity Report, 1867 p.4
(9) Maine Railroads-Ohase p.61
(10) Oity Report 1869 p.9
TO
valid by the Legislature of 1871. (11)
The quota for Rockland in this second call was (12) 
$150,000, so that the interest of the Oity of Rockland 
was $100,000 for stock subscription and $550,000 in 
credit loaned to the Railroad Company. A second mort­
gage was put on the property to secure these loans by 
second call.
The estimate of cost of completion, however, was 
again found to be inadequate and before the summer of 
1871 it was apparent that more money would be necessary. 
Again each city and town voted its quota of a new loan 
of $650,000, and these votes were made valid by the (13) 
Legislature of 1872. The total amount of city and town 
bonds outstanding representing loans to the Knox and 
Lincoln and secured by first, second and third mortgages, 
was $2,395,000. The quota for the Oity of Rockland on 
the third call was $205,300, making the total amount of 
credit loaned by the oity $755,300.
Bonds issued in Aid of K.& L.R.R.
dated July 1, 1869, payable $20,000 
per annum from July 1, 1880 to July 
1, 1889, inclusive $400,000
Second issue of bonds to aid the K.
& L.R.R. dated March 1, 1871, pay­
able in 20 years from date, or on 
March 1, 1891 $150,000
(11) Maine Railroads-Ohase p.62
(12) Oity Reports, 1871 p.4
(13) Maine Railroads - Ohase p.62
Third issue of bonds in aid of the K.
& L.R.R. dated February 1, 1872, pay­
able in 30 years, or on February 1, 
1903 >305.300
>755,300(14)
The amount of bonds payable by years as follows:
1880 to 1890 (each year) $20,000
1891 $170,000
1892 to 1899 (each year) $20,000
1902 $205,300
Trains were running over the road in November 1871, (15) 
but it was not completed until the following year. The 
final cost was about $2,700,000. An attempt was made 
to lease the property to the Maine Central Railroad, but 
that company’s best offer was to operate the road at cost 
for five years. Independent operation continued under 
a Board of Directors representing the cities and towns, 
which held among them a large majority of the stock.
The completion of the railroad to Rockland was not a com- (16) 
pletion in the eyes of the inhabitants of that city be­
cause the line did not reach to tide waters. The citi­
zens, however, were highly pleased that the road was in 
operation, and Mayor J. Fred Merrill in his inaugural 
address in 1891 said that altho the tide waters were not (17) 
as yet reached, that the city had "felt its (railroads)
(14) Citizens Report - Oity Report 1879-84 p.3 
(15JFiles of Courier Gazette Nov.3, 1871
(16) Oity Report 1872, p.7
(17) Oity Report 1872, p 7 
benefits in an increase of trade”, and that the exten­
sion to the waterfront would be "demanded immediately".
The operation of the Knox and Lincoln Railroad 
under the supervision of the towns which owned it was 
not successful financially, and it was necessary to 
raise by taxation the money required to pay interest on 
the railroad aid bonds. This unfortunate experience in 
railroad building was the principal cause for the amend­
ment to the Constitution of Maine which was made in 1877,(18) 
and which limited the debt of cities and towns to five 
percent of the assessed valuation, except for war pur­
poses or on loans in anticipation of taxes. Mayor J. 
^red Merrill in his address of 1873 said: "From a cir- (19) 
cular received from the President of the Knox and Lincoln 
Railroad by order of the Directors, we (City of Rockland) 
shall be called upon to raise the present year $31,536.54 
that being I presume, the proportion due from the city 
of $100,000 which the Directors estimate will be required 
to meet the interest due on coupons of bonds issued by 
cities and towns, in aid of the road; but of the sum of 
$100,000 no more is to be called for or paid than may be 
absolutely necessary for the payment of such part of the
(18) Maine R.R. Chase - p.93
(19) City Report 1873 p.6
coupons as the net earnings of the road may fail to 
pay. The payment of the coupons on said bonds coming 
due February 1, 1873, having been provided for. The 
amount of coupons due, including those of March 1874 
will be $157,950.»
”The Directors recommend that the cities and towns 
authorize loans for their proportions, and the issue of 
bonds for the same, redeemable in five years and payable 
in ten years, with semi-annual coupons attached at six 
percent per annum, to be delivered to the Treasurer of 
the Company, upon his receipt for so much money paid by 
cities and towns on account of the coupons, the bonds to 
be delivered from time to time as required to pay such 
part aS the Company may be unable to meet.*
ttIn looking over this important matter carefully, 
my opinion is that instead of issuing bonds on five years, 
redeemable in ten, to be delivered to the railroad com­
pany, a loan should be authorized for a portion of the 
amount required and the balance be raised by taxation. 
If a loan be authorized the bonds might be issued pay­
able in five years and redeemable in nine — as the City 
Treasurer’s report will show that there will be but a
small portion of our loan coming due in 1878 and 1882 - 
or the time to run to be left optional with the Oity 
Treasurer, the money so raised to be passed over to the 
Company as needed. The standing of our finances is so 
good that the amount authorized to be raised by loans 
can be, without doubt, negotiated in Rockland at par.11 (20)
Efforts were made to sell or lease the railroad, (21) 
but the proposal made by the Maine Central in 1881 to 
lease the^ road at two and one-half percent on the bonds 
for twenty years and at three percent for 979 years was 
rejected. The burden of interest payments by the City 
on the railroad bonds was becoming unbearable. Mayor 
John S. Case in his inaugural address at this time dealt 
with the matter thusly: “The question which overshadows
all others and which will claim your early attention is 
one in relation to the railroad. This fifty miles of 
road from our Oity to Bath cost in round numbers 
$2,800,000. Of this amount Rockland took of its stock, 
$100,000. The amount of bonds now outstanding, issued 
in aid of this road is $755,300. The interest on these
is at six percent semi-annually. The road has been thus
far able to pay from its earnings about two percent of
(20) City Report 1873 p.6
(21) Maine Railroads - Chase p.93
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the interest upon its bonds, leaving four to be paid by 
the Oity, one-half in July and the other half in Jan­
uary of each year.” (22)
"This great burden upon our people and their pro­
perty has always been met, and paid promptly until now, 
altho there have been strong indications of discontent (23) 
and unwillingness among a portion of our tax payers for 
some years, claiming that this burden is too great to 
be borne and that some relief must be had. This matter 
is now openly discussed upon our streets, in our offices, 
and in public meetings called for the purpose, and parti­
cipated in by all classes of our people, showing unmis­
takable evidence that our citizens of all classes, whose 
property is taxed annually to pay the interest on this 
railroad debt, are bearing a burden that cannot long be 
endured. It is claimed that considering the exceedingly 
small earnings of all kinds of property, and the low rate 
of money all over the world, a six percent semi-annual 
bond is, under the circumstances, excessive, and that in 
order to keep the personal property of our people at 
home, where it will contribute its share of the burdens, 
the bond holders should be appealed to, immediately, and
(22) City Report 1881 p.6
(23) Oity Report 1881 p.6
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respectfully but earnestly asked to allow the City to 
anticipate the payment of the railroad loans or refund 
the same for regular Municipal Bonds bearing four per­
cent semi-annual interest. This, in my judgment, is 
the only honorable and sure way we can overcome the 
difficulties which surround us. By such an arrange­
ment, those who hold the city’s securities would lose 
but a trifle of prospective interest and those who 
bought the new bonds issued in due form by the munici­
pality, would feel that their security was beyond 
question. Such a course as this, if we could refund 
and thereby save from fifteen to eighteen thousand 
dollars yearly, would lift a great burden from our 
people and give them new life, and we should hear no 
more of personal property leaving our borders to escape 
taxation, and in a few years by careful management, we 
should work out of debt in spite of the mistake we made 
in loaning our credit to the railroad.B (24)
A committee was appointed to investigate the 
suggestions of the Mayor. The following report of the 
condition of the Knox and Lincoln Railroad Company Aid 
Bonds in 1B82 will show that the suggestion of the Mayor 
was followed. (25)
(24) City Report 1881 p.6
(25) City Report 1882 p.7
Original amount of bonds issued (6%) $755,300.
Bonds due July 1,1880 paid by Oity $20,000
Bonds due July 1881 paid by Oity 19,700
Bonds due July 1881 not presented 300
Bonds bought and held by the Oity 296,900
Bonds outstanding by this date 419.400 $755.300.
Before the year 1882 had closed $336,000 of bonds 
had been paid for or refunded by the Oity at a saving 
of about $7,000. The refund bonds bore a four percent 
interest rate. In 1883 there were $391,000 of the 
original railroad aid bonds outstanding at six percent.
Mayor Case in his inaugural address in 1884 gave a 
brief resume of the railroad conditions as affected the 
Oity of Rockland and indicated the policy followed by 
the city in regard to the issue of the aid bonds.
To quote:- ” There have been $102,000 of these (26) 
bonds bought and retired during the past year, the 
funds for this purpose having been obtained from the 
sale of four percent municipal bonds in part and a 
loan bearing a lower rate of interest for the balance. 
There is now outstanding of this loan $288,900 of which 
our banks hold about $100,000 which are at the disposal 
of the City at par and accrued interest, as fast as and 
whenever the Treasurer has funds for this purpose.H
(26) City Report 1884 p.10
o«.
”1 will renew my recommendations of last year 
that a Commission be appointed to continue the refund­
ing of the Knox and Lincoln Aid Bonds, by the sale of 
the four percent municipal bonds, and anticipating the 
payment of the railroad bonds in cash, believing that 
with an earnest effort on your part, holders of these 
railroad bonds, if appealed to, as a financial necess­
ity to lighten the burdens of our people, would be 
willing to sell them for par and accrued interest.” (27)
By vote of most of the towns it was decided to 
sell the road outright for $1,400,000 in 1883 if a pur­
chaser could be found, but it was not until 1890 that 
actual negotiations for the transfer of title took place. 
Mr. Levi 0. Wade, who will be mentioned in the Mayor’s 
report of 1890, representing a syndicate which included 
several men then prominent in Maine Central affairs, 
finally closed the transaction by buying the road from 
the towns for the syndicate. Mayor Edw. A. Butler’s 
resume of the situation is very illuminating.
In his report Mayor Butler said: ” The great quest- (28) 
ion that confronted us in the early part of last year 
was the sale of the Knox and Lincoln Railroad. Many of
(27) City Report 1884 p.10
(28) Oity Report 1890 p.5
you are aware that in March (1890) an opening came for 
negotiations, thru the officers of the Knox and Lincoln 
Railroad, with Mr. Levi 0. Wade, representing a syndicate, 
having in view the purchase of the road; he offering for 
the same the sum of $1,300,000 in cash or.its equivalent. 
A meeting was soon after held at Damariscotta, by a com­
mittee chosen by the cities of Bath and Rockland, and 
the several towns along the line between these two points, 
owners of the road, resulting in a decision to make a 
counter offer of $1,600,000, of which $1,000,000 was to 
be in four percent thirty year bonds, and $400,000 in 
cash, which drew from Mr. Wade another offer, which was 
declared to be the ultimatum, of $1,500,000, of which 
$200,000 was to be in cash and the balance in bonds 
running thirty years and bearing four percent interest. 
After many meetings, and some months of delay, the two 
cities already named, and all the towns intervening, _ 
except the Town of Waldoboro, voted to accept the offer. 
The towns of Wiscasset, Damariscotta, New Castle, and 
Nobleboro insisting upon a cash payment for their part, 
instead of any portion in bonds, was granted by the buy­
ers, who took possession of the road some time in Septem-
101876
ber, and the State Legislature has recently ratified 
the transaction. As your City had about thirty-one 
and one-half percent (31|$) interest in the proceeds 
of the sale, her share in cash was $63,048.02 and in 
four percent bonds $410,000, a larger sum by more than 
$23,000 than this interest has ever been called in the 
enumeration of the resources of the Oity. From the 
almost unanimous vote given by our citizens for this 
transfer, we can only believe and decide that no act 
for many years has given such universal satisfaction. 
The burden upon our taxpayers has been a trying one, 
manfully borne, and to be in a measure free from it, 
and the elements of uncertainty, has given rise to a 
feeling of great relief, even tho we realized less than 
fifty percent (50%) of the cost and interest.” (29)
At the time of the sale of the interest of the 
Oity in the^Knox and Lincoln Railroad the following 
Ordinance was passed relating to the use of the funds 
to be derived from the sale.
SECTION 1. ”That the cash, amounting to 
$64,048.02 and bonds amounting to $410,000, 
received from the sale of the City of Rock­
land’s interest in the Knox and Lincoln Rail-
(29) Oity Report. 1890 p.5
road from the Penobscot Shore Line Rail­
road Company shall be applied to the pay­
ment of the bonded indebtedness of the said 
City of Rockland." 
SECTION II. "No part of the cash or bonds, 
which may be converted into cash, received by 
the City of Rockland from the Penobscot Shore 
Line Railroad Company, shall be applied to any 
other purpose than to liquidate the outstand­
ing bonded indebtedness of said City of Rock- 
land." (30)
At the time of sale of the Knox and Lincoln Rail­
road in 1891 the Railroad Aid Bonds issued by the City 
and outstanding were as follows:
First Series $35,700
Second Series 40,800
Third Series 35,100 $111,600 (31)
The following figures show the retirement by years 
of the original aid bonds and the disposition of the 
Penobscot Shore Line Railroad Company bonds received in 
payment for the Knox and Lincoln Railroad.
(30) City Report 1891 p.133
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1st. Series #30,900 $400,000
3rd. Series 35,100
66,000
1st. Series #26,600 $98,000 $302,000
3rd. Series 35,100
#61,700
1st. Series #22,400 $110,000 $192,000
3rd. Series 35,100
$57,500




1st. Series # 7,400 $ 92,000
3rd. Series 35,100
#42,500 # 92,000




1st. Series $ Hone $ 39,000
3rd. Series $35,100
3rd. Series $35,100 $ 39,000
(Premium $3,120)
none
3rd. Series # 600 ( Not presented when due)
3rd. Series None
DO
As has been shown, the syndicate which bought the (32) 
Knox and Lincoln Railroad from the cities and towns, 
sold the road to the Penobscot Shore Railroad Company. 
In 1891 the name of the company having again changed to 
the Knox and Lincoln Railway, the property was leased 
to the Maine Central, the leasee assuming its bonds 
amounting to $1,380,000 and agreeing .to pay an annual 
rental of five percent on two thousand shares of stock. 
In 1901 the Knox and Lincoln Railway was merged with the 
Maine Central.
(32) Maine Railroads - Chase p.93
The people of Rockland have always enjoyed good 
banking privileges, a matter vital indeed to their 
commercial success. The following banks have been in­
corporated to do business in Rockland: (1)
STATE BANKS
1836 Lime Rock Bank - becoming the Lime Rock National 
Bank in 1873
1849 East Thomaston Bank - incorporated but never organized 
1851 Rockland Bank - becoming the Rockland National Bank 
in 1865
1853 Shipbuilders Bank - failed in 1855
1854 North Bank - becoming the North National Bank in 1875
NATIONAL BANKS
1865 Rockland National Bank - formerly the Rockland Bank 
(State) Operating.
1873 Lime Rock National Bank - formerly the Lime Rock 
Bank (State)
Liquidated in 1903
1875 North National Bank - formerly the North Bank (State) 
Operating.
TRUST COMPANIES (STATE)
1889 Rockland Trust Company-absorbed by the Security Trust 
Co. in 1916
1903 Security Trust Company - Operating
1901 Knox Trust and Bank Company - given charter but 
never started.
(1) Compiled by Prof. Chadbourne from Gov. Records
SAVINGS BANKS (STATE)
1855 Rockland Savings Bank - never used its charter 
1861 Peoples Savings Bank - incorporated only 
1868 Rockland Savings Bank - Operating
The funds of the Shipbuilders Bank were used for (2) 
speculation purposes by the cashier. Bank notes were 
issued in large quantities - $356,000 worth with a 
bank capital of only $100,000. The Notes could not 
be redeemed. At the time of the failure there were 
$149,513 in notes outstanding, but the books only 
showed $97,149. The cashier dissappeared. Large 
loans had been made to relatives of the cashier with 
the knowledge of the bank president. The bonds of 
the cashier had not been renewed according to law 
after the first year. Losses were heavy to depos­
itors.
BANK DEPOSITS:
As one indication of the economic progress of the 
Oity, the increase in bank deposits over the years 
should be noted. In 1859 the combined bank deposits
of all kinds were less than $100,000, but during the
(2) Eaton History of Thomaston & Rockland Vol.2 pp.18-19


years there has been a steady growth in the amount of 
deposits (especially since 1885) until at the present 
time the amount is considerably over $12,000,000. 
It should also be noted that not only has there been 
a steady increase in the amount, but that the increase 
has shown the tendency of being steadily proportionally, 
as shown by the accompanying graph. These figures 
would seem to indicate that in spite of certain "boom” 
periods, the economic growth of the business interests 
has been remarkably consistent and steady. Only since 
1905 do reports allow the division of the bank deposits 
into the classifications of "time” and "Demand”. A 
graph showing the deposits of the banks under these 
headings is included. It will be noted that the de­
mand deposits have remained relative steady over a long 
period of years, the last ten years the amount varying 
but little. Time deposits on the other hand, which 
give a rather accurate picture of business conditions, 
show a steady growth in amount, being about five times 
as large in 1930 as they were in 1905.
BANK CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
The graph showing the Capital and. the Surplus of 
the Rockland banks is rather interesting, and. throws 
some light on the adjustment of banking conditions to 
the business conditions of the time. The graph show­
ing the capital of the banks in 1859, the first avail­
able report, indicates the total capital at $300,000 
with a drop in the amount as reported in 1866. This 
drop was without doubt due to readjustment because of 
the Civil War of its capital requirements by one par­
ticular bank. From this time on the capital increases 
in banks continued intil 1890, when the figure reached 
was about $450,000. In the report of 1905 there was a 
drop in the amount of capitalization of the banks due 
to the liquidation of the Lime Rook National Bank in 
1903. The graph shows another drop in capitalization 
of banks in the report of 1920. This drop was due to 
the absorption by the Security Trust Company in 1916 
of the Rockland Trust Company.
The surplus of the banks has been constantly on the 
increase since the beginnings of the Oity, as indicated 
by the graph.

The combined Oapital and Surplus of the banks also has 
shown a constant increase thru the years, except in the 
1905 report, due to the liquidation of the Lime Rook 
National Bank in 1903.
BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIATION LOANS
Another interesting side light upon the prosperity 
of the citizens of the City of Rockland is given by an 
examination of the figures showing loans made by the 
Building and Loan Association of Rockland. The first 
figures available are those of 1890 when the amounts of 
loans on real estate were considerably less than $100,000. 
Since that time there has been a steady increase in the 
amount of the loans year by year, with an almost aston­
ishing increase since 1920. The latest figures indicate 
loans on real estate to be nearly to the $750,000 mark, 
an amount almost double the amount on loans in 1920.
The tremendous increase in real estate loans as indicat­
ed since 1920 is largely due to the establishment of an 
enormous cement plant on the outskirts of the town of 
Thomaston, just beyond the limits of the City of Rockland, 
and there has been a ’’good building boom” on in the Oity, 
especially at the North End. (The North End, however, 
is not that section of the City nearest the cement plant.)

THE LIME INDUSTRY
The burning of lime has been the principal industry (1) 
of Rockland from its earliest days. The main mass of 
limestone which is the basis for this industry extends 
from Georges1 23 River near the State Prison (Thomaston) in 
a northeast direction thru Thomaston and Rockland to 
Jameson’s Point and Ohicawaukie Lake. The mass is about 
one mile in width and crops out at several places. 
There are other beds of stone parallel to this main mass 
called the Meadows Quarries, which lay to the northwest, 
and they are extensive.
(1) Eaton, Vol.l,p.3 History of Thomaston and Rockland
(2) Eaton, Vol.l,p 43 History of Thomaston and Rockland
(3) Eaton, Vol.l, p 180 History of Thomaston and Rockland.
As early as 1735 Samuel Waldo operated kilns on rock 
supplied by the “Prison Quarry”, but one Robert McIntyre (2) 
of Ireland is considered to be the father of the business 
in this vicinity. It was not, however, until 1785 that 
George Ulmer set up the first lime burning business (3) 
within the limits of the present City of Rockland at what 
is known as Lermonds Cove. In 1790 David Gay set up in 
the lime burning business at the “Shore" and was the 
first to ship burned lime to the New York City market,
a market which has from that day been dominated by 
Rockland lime, about three-fourths of the present 
supply coming from Rockland. The first quarries to 
be opened within the limits of Rockland were those of 
Capt. John Ulmer in 1784. The industry, which up to 
this time had been much hampered by the restrictions 
granted to the ’’Patentees” was freed from those re- (4) 
strictions and thirty-five kilns were immediately put 
into operation by “independent” burners. Each kiln 
burned from three to five times a year and at each 
burning consumed about twenty-five cords of wood, and 
yielding about two hundred, fifty gallon casks of lime. (5) 
The standard cask was one of one hundred gallons, but 
was considered too cumbersome, and the fifty gallon 
cask was used altho it was not legal until 1810. In (6) 
the earliest days of lime burning, the burned lime was 
not protected from the weather, and the first shed for 
its protection from the elements was erected at Rock­
land in 1804 at the foot of Limerock Street.
By the year 1830 there were many kilns in operation 
in Rockland, some persons owning as many as twelve or 
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individual and small, the usual number being three.
In 1831 the first company for quarry ownership 
was formed and known as the Lime Rock Company, and 
they secured ownership and worked the quarries at 
Blackington’s Corner. Until very recently these 
quarries have been abandoned for many years because 
a superior rock was found in other sections of the 
Oity. In 1837 the East Thomaston Marsh Marble and Lime (7) 
Rock Quarry Company was incorporated, the first incor­
porated Company, to work the so-called ’’South Quarry”, 
but nothing was accomplished as the rock was too poor.
The lime business continued to be very prosperous 
and in turn gave a decided impetus to the building of 
ships. By 1854 kilns were going up so rapidly that it 
was predicted that those on City Point would meet those 
at the South End and make one mile of uninterrupted lime (8) 
kilns along the waterfront. The effect of this growth 
in the industry was felt in all the surrounding towns, 
where most of the casks were made, and it was estimated 
that ”in one day alone”, April 21, 1845, more than ten 
thousand lime casks were brought to the market at four­
teen cents.” It is not known the number of laborers (9)
(7) Files of Courier Gazette, Mar. 14, 1837
(8) Files of Courier Gazette, March 14, 1837
(9) Files of Courier Gazette, Oct. 3, 1851.
engaged in the lime business, at this time, but there were 
one hundred thirty-two kilns in operation, giving four 
hundred casks to the burning. Most of the kilns burned 
about twelve times a year. All kilns were wood burners 
and each consumed about twenty-seven cords of wood to 
the burning. The market was wide for the product and 
“East Thomaston Lime” was selling in the New Orlans 
market for $1.50 per cask. (10)
In 1859 the local newspaper summarized the condit­
ion of the lime industry at Rockland as follows: (11)
Kilns in operation 125
Casks to the burning 400
Cords of wood to the burning 30
2 men each - four days and five nights
The effect of the lime industry on the shipping 
business in indicated by the fact that more than one 
hundred twenty coasters were in service for lime, and (12) 
many more carried wood to supply the kilns with fuel. 
More than two hundred vessels were owned in Rockland 
alone. Over 800,000 casks of lime were produced 
annually, netting about $544,000 profit per year.
Three miles of quarries were in operation and more than 
one hundred teams were used hauling limestone from the
(10) Files of Courier Gaze'tte Oct.3, .1851
(11) Files of Courier Gazette Mar. 14, 1837
(12) Files of Courier Gazette Oct. 3, 1851
quarries to the kilns on the waterfront, employing 
some two hundred men and four hundred horses. Many 
cooper shops were in operation, the average output 
being about three thousand casks the year. All the 
principal ports of the United States, except Philadel­
phia, were supplied with East Thomaston Lime, and the 
average number of casks carried on each trip by the 
coasters in this service was at this time about eight 
hundred.
The transportation of lime rock from the quarries 
of the kilns, as has been stated, was accomplished by 
teams, the capacity of each being about thirty casks 
to the four horse team. The wear and tear on the road­
beds was enormous and it was a common sight to see the 
teams wallowing in mud up to their axles. The City was 
forced at different times by ordinance to restrict the (13) 
transportation of rock to certain specified streets. 
Some of the main thorofares were planked. In 1852 (14)
the Rockland Plank Road Company, with a capital of (15) 
$25,000. was organized to construct a plank road, but 
the experience of the City showed that a three inch 
plank wore thru in two years and so the plan was aban-
(13) City Report 1866 pp.65/66/67
(14) Files Courier Gazette July 11, 1851
(15) Files Courier Gazette April 8, 1853. 
doned. Ordinances were also passed relating to the 
size of the tire of the vehicles hauling rock. The 
usual specifications called for a ’’tire not less than (16) 
five inches in width”. Fines were imposed for non- 
compliance with the ordinances. In 1853 an act auth­
orizing macadamized roads was passed, but no great 
attemps was made to build such roads. Later, in 1864, 
a railroad for the transportation of li$e rock from 
the quarries to the kilns, received its charter from 
the State Legislature.
There were also other problems with the industry 
that had to be regulated by ordinances, and in 1853 an 
ordinance was passed for the protection of the shores 
and harbor of Rockland 11 from injury by deposits or core 
and other wastes of lime kilns”. (17)
There was at about this time, 1853, a scarcity of 
wood which greatly affected the output of the kilns. (18) 
In 1852 more than 1,000,000 casks of lime were burned, 
but in 1853 the amount dropped to 613,323 and was dir­
ectly caused by the scarcity of eastern wood. This 
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Files of Courier Gazette, Feb. 24, 1854
The next year a new ’’patent”, ’’perpetual” or "improved" 
kiln was tried out. This type was the invention of O.D. (19, 
Nichols and David Tillson. Charles Crockett also intro­
duced a "new type" kiln on the same plan which was largely 
adopted. The claim was made that these kilns would save 
fuel and lessen operating expense in cooling and reheating 
of the kiln. Also an"improved" kiln was adopted at this 
time known as the "Snow Kiln" having been invented by a man 
named Snow at Glens Falls, N.Y. Authorities differ as to 
which kiln was more largely built, but it is certain that 
most of the new kilns were of the improved type. The 
average cost to build this kiln was between $800 and $900. 
This type of kiln remained materially unchanged until 
about 1900.
Another notable change was coming to the industry at 
about this time. Because of the high price of wood due 
to its scarcity, soft coal was being adopted by many burners 
as a fuel. There was much opposition to this as the smoke 
was decidely objectionable, but as many of the owners did 
change to coal, the wood burners were gradually driven to 
the use of coal in order to meet the competition of the 
lime burned with the cheaper fuel. And so the boast of
(19) Eaton,History of Thomaston & Rockland Vol. 2 p.21
(20)
Rockland as a healthy place was seriously threatened. 
Eaton in history of this vicinity states a very current 
belief that “Rockland is healthier than most towns as it 
is especially immune from diptheria and other putrid 
diseases on account of the copious exhalation of carbonic 
acid from the lime kilns”, and that “cholera cannot come 
here while the lime kilns are burning.”
In 1860 about thirty-five kilns were in operation (31) 
and the output had increased again to the output of year 
just previous to the wood shortage, i.e. 900,000 casks 
per year.
That the ownership of the industry was still largely 
individual is shown by the accompanying list of principal 
producers and their output in 1863.
Francis Oobb 46,777
Cobb, Wight & Case 25,238
Cobb & Colson 900
Jona White 27,197
J. Bird & Co. 25,062
C. W. Snow 24,486
J. H. Wheeler & Co. 22,588
A. J. Bird 19,792
W. A. Farnsworth 24,181
John J. Perry 23,486
(20) Eaton History of Thomaston & Rockland, Vol. 1 p.10
(21) Eaton History of Thomaston & Rockland, Vol. 2 p.38.
527,193
A. F. Ames 21,260
D. C. Haskell & Co. 19,095
Wm. Wilson & Co. 29,386
C. R. Whitney 19,095
Calvin Hall 18,226
Joseph Spear 16,001





I. W. Hart 17,159
R. P. Thomas 8,009
Thos. Walsh & Co. 7,531
John Hall 6,105
B. Clark 9,352
Bowler & Abbott 6,768
J. S. Wheeler 9,084





In 1864 an Act of Legislature granted a charter (24) 
to the Lime Rock Railroad. This road was to be built 
solely for the purpose of carrying lime rock from the 
quarries at the back of the Oity down to the kilns on 
the waterfront. The road, not completed until 1889 (?), 
completely encircled the town. Spofford and Mitchell 
were the contractors for the building of the road, which 
it is estimated displaced about 140 four horse teams.
The road is about thirteen miles long and all the track­
age along the waterfront is laid practically on a large
(22) Files of Courier Gazette, Jan. 9, 1864
(23$ City Reports 1870 p.5 
hard pine trestle, in order to reach the top of the 
kilns. The road was equipped with steam locomotives 
and four yard dump cars. Each of these cars has a 
capacity of thirty casks, or that of a four horse team. 
On each trip the train consists of from thirty to thirty- 
five cars. With the advent of the road most of the 
teams disappeared, altho a few remained to supply kilns 
that wished to operate independently, and even today 
there are two or three of these teams hauling stone.
The Lime Rock Railroad continued its independent exis­
tence until 1900, when it was taken over by the newly (24) 
formed Rockland and Rockport Lime Company.
In 1870 the slump in the lime market due to the war 
(and to a poorly manufactured product which caused (25) 
Rockland Lime to go to third place in the New York City 
market) had been overcome and nearly 1,200,000 casks 
of lime were manufactured here. In 1871 the Cobb Lime (26) 
Company, representing eight firms and fourteen individ­
uals, was formed, being the first in the State formed 
on the stock principals. Outside cask makers and 
quarrymen were much opposed to this combination, as 
were competing lime burning firms. Mr. Bliss of
(24) Files of Courier Gazette Jan.20, 1900
(25) Oity Report 1875 p.5
(26) Files of Courier Gazette Feb. 10, 1871 
Washington, Me. and Mr. Bird of Rockland opposed the (27) 
formation of this company in the Legislature on the ground 
that a monoply of the market would result. The company 
was the first of its kind attempted to take the kilns, 
quarries and coopers all into one firm.
The Cobb Company was but the first of the combinat­
ions. In 1873 the Lime Men’s Association, which includ­
ed almost all of the businesses outside of the Cobb 
coalition, was formed. This Association was much opposed 
by Ames and Crockett. The Cobb Company, however, agreed 
to come into the Association if all the dealers would do 
so, and finally did join, altho Ames and Crockett are not 
listed among the members. At this time Ames and Crockett 
had control of the St. Petersburgh and Richmond market. 
Members of the Association were as follows : (28)
Cobb Lime Company 
White & Case
A. 0. Pease 
Farrand & Spear
S. Whitney & Son
G. L. Snow
J. Spear















(27) Files of Courier Gazette Feb. 3, 1871
(28) Files of Courier Gazette Jan. 29, 1889
The fear that the Cobb Lime Company and later that 
the Association would create a monoply in the markets 
for lime was not well founded, for in 1889 we find a 
goodly number of firms still in business. (29)
A. J. Bird & Co.
Perry Brothers
H. 0. Gurdy & Co.
J. H. Handley
A. F. Crockett &. Son
A. F. Crockett & Berry Brothers
E. F. Hoop & Co.
Ames and Company
K. 0. Rankin & Son
H. C. Gay & Co.
A. W. Gay & Co.
Farrand, Spear & Co.
J. Abbott & Son
F. Cobb & Son 
and seven others.
There were ninety kilns in town, mostly of the 
”improved” type and production ran from four to five 
thousand casks daily. The fleet of vessels to carry 
the product had grown from one hundred twenty before the 
Civil War to about two hundred at this time. (See list 
of vessels making the Port of Rockland.)
From 1900 to the present time the history of the 
lime industry in Rockland is quite largely that of the 
Rockland, Rockport Lime Corp., which was incorporated (3p) 
in this year with a capital of $2,000,000. This company
(29) Files of Courier Gazette Jan.29, 1889
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Files of the Courier Gazette Feb. 13, 1900 
Later records not available.
acquired the property of the Cobb Lime Company, A. F. 
Crockett, Williams Quarry, the Ulmer quarries, Bartlett 
quarries, and the Lime Rock Railroad in Rockland, and 
the properties of S. E. and H. L. Sheperd of Rockport. 
Later other companies were taken over. When the com­
pany took control of the larger share of the lime in­
dustry in this vicinity line was being burned in one 
day and one night; coal had almost completely replaced 
wood as a fuel. About two thousand men were employed 
in the lime business and another thousand in its trans­
portation. Some so-called radical changes were also 
adopted by this consolidation, namely:
I. Shipment of Lime in bulk
II. Installing a plant for the manufacture of 
hydrated lime.
III. Development of the agricultural limes.
In the transportation of the burned product a great 
change also came. Replacing the two hundred or more 
vessels that had previously carried the product to all 
the Atlantic ports were six ocean going steel barges. (31) 
These barges had a carrying capacity of sixteen thousand 
casks each as compared with that of the vessels of from 
(31) Files of Courier Gazette Feb. 10, 1903
two to three thousand casks. These barges, with the 
ocean going tugs, were not subject to the delays of fog 
and weather as had been the sailing vessels, and the 
supply of lime at the New York market was now constant. 
To facilitate the handling and sale of lime in the New 
York market, the company owns or leases eight acres on 
Newton Creek, N. Y. This property has a waterfront of 
1200 feet. Storage warehouses shelter 50,000 barrels, 
A private railroad and a fleet of lights run direct to 
their doors. Fully three-fourths of all the lime on 
the Greater New York market has been produced from rock 
broken out of the quarries of this company, and up to 
the present time the quarries owned by this company 
have furnished more lime for Greater New York and vicin­
ity than the aggregate amount of all their competitors. 
When the company was formed there was eighty kilns in 
operation with a capacity of 3,000,000 casks per year. 
This number, however, was not produced. The quarries 
of this company were the largest in the world, some of 
them being over 300 feet in depth, one reaching the 
extreme depth of 365 feet. The last mentioned quarry 
was too deep for safe or economical operation and has of
late years been filled up with refuse rock.
By 1909 the hydrate plant initiated by this
company was in full operation. Fresh burnt lime is 
taken from the kilns to the mill where it is crushed 
and ground to powder. It is then subjected to the 
patent process whereby it undergoes a radical change, 
its heating and expanding qualities being entirely re­
moved. It is then conveyed to bins where it is allowed 
to age, the same result being obtained as when slaking 
lime several months before it is used. The lime is 
then bolted to the varying degrees of fineness, accord­
ing to the different purposes for which it is used, and 
drawn to bags or barrels to the market. The finished 
product is pure lime. Neither acids or chemicals have 
been used, but the process has converted free quick lime 
to a perfect hydrate, which possesses all the strength 
and setting properties of quick lime.
The Rockland-Rockport Lime Corp, had labor troubles 
in 1905. On May 9, 1905 four hundred men struck under (32) 
the auspices of the Union of Lime Workers for ’’less work 
and more pay.1* The strike, however, was not successful, 
altho the hours of work were long (twelve) and the pay 
(32) Files of Courier Gazette May 1905
small. Italian workers were imported to take the 
place of the strikers, the company erecting barracks 
on their property. It is known, however, that the 
strike was rather costly to the company because of the 
poor quality of their product with this unskilled help, 
and eventually most of the strikers were taken back 
into the employ of the Company.
Hydrated lime was not a solvent of the troubles (33) 
of lime burning, the burning counts, and so modern 
kilns were built which is the latest attempt for the 
burning of lime under scientific control. The new 
system was expected to give:-
1. Continuous mechanical feed of rock and 
continual mechanical discharge of lime.
(When lime is properly burned it should 
be immediately taken away and not left to 
soak in the heat and gases for from four 
to six hours.)
2. Positive control of temperature.
3. Positive control of draft.
4. Positive control of burning period and 
lime discharge.
5. Positive control of combustion.
6. Minimum temperature of the gases, and cool 
lime ready for immediate handling and ship­
ment as it leaves the kiln.
The new kilns were expected to save fifty percent 
in labor cost and fifty percent in fuel consumption.
(33) Files of Courier Gazette, June 30, 1921
“This plant comprises six continuous-discharge 
gas-fired Mount kilns, designed by W. D. Mount, M.E. 
and built and erected under his supervision by the 
Glamorgan Pipe and Foundry Company of Lynchburg, Va. 
In a great many ways it was a new departure in the lime 
industry and there was a good deal of skepticism on the 
part of the lime plant operators regarding its fulfill­
ing some of the expectations of its builders.” . (34)
The kilns are ten feet outside measurements, seventy- 
five feet high above the foundation. The brick lining 
stops at fifty-five feet, and the upper twenty feet is 
storage for about forty-five tons of rock. The kilns 
are gas fired.
”As regards its present performance the writer found 
the Rockland plant in the early part of May 1922 turning 
out from 125 to 130 tone of lime per day of twenty-four 
hours with only five kilns operating. One kiln alone 
has been proved capable of producing thirty-five tons 
per day. The operation of the kilns come nearer to be 
automatic than in any other lime plant known. A crew 
of ten men in twenty-four hours operated the entire plant. 
This crew consists of three foremen and three gas producer
(34) Rockwood -Advisory Editor -’’Rock Products” 1922.
tenders ( and boiler furnace men) who work one each 
in three eight hour shifts, and two kiln-skip operators 
and two general handy men (cleaning out flues, etc.), 
who work during the day shift only. There is in addit­
ion, of course, a plant superintendent who supervises 
all the work about the plant. It is not anticipated 
that any increase in the operating crew will be necess­
ary with all six kilns operating and turning out a 
possible 200 tons of lime per day.” (35)
The kilns discharge automatically and continuously 
to a pan conveyor, parallel to the line of kilns, lead­
ing to the packing house and lime storage bins beyond. 
These kilns hold a record for operating economy.
"Laboratory control of the plant is not entirely 
perfected. However much has been accomplished. The 
whole plant is a hugh laboratory for the lime industry 
in which the effect of the various factors in kiln oper­
ation on the finished product may be scientifically 
studied for the first time in the history of the lime 
industry. This is so, because no other plant known 
has so many of these variable factors known, or are so 
capable of control at will." (36)
(35) Rock Products 1922
(36) Rock Products 1922
The uses of lime have also come in for a large 
amount of experimentation. Mention has been made of 
the agricultural uses that have been developed, and 
the installation of a hydrating plant. In September 
1925 a flux stone plant was erected to furnish lime 
products for the chemical business. Most of this lime 
flux goes to the new blast furnace opened at Everett, 
Mass. The stone is crushed and screened to one inch 
and not over six inches in diameter, and is used in the 
blast furnace to remove such impurities as silica, 
allumina, and sulphur from the iron ore.
There has also been developed what is known as 
"Failproof Pulverized Lime" (1926). This product is (37) 
lime pulverized to fifty mesh and guaranteed not to 
pit on the wall. The product was put out to compete 
with gypsum. ' (38)
With the vast improvements that have come to the 
industry there has been a decided decrease in the number 
of kilns on fire as compared with the earlier days. 
Whether or not there has been a corresponding decrease 
in the number of men employed is not available at 
present. The "healthy" wood kiln smoke was superceded
(37) Files of Courier Gazette Feb.20, 1926
(38) Files of Courier Gazette Apr. 17, 1926 
by a ’’palling black smudge", and this has nor practically 
disappeared with the introduction of the gas fired kiln.
SHIP BUILDING INDUSTRY AND SHIPPING.
The first vessel to be built at the “Shore” was 
built by Captain John Ulmer in 1794. This was during (1) 
the so-called ’’Period of Uncertainty” in our merchant 
marine history, and altho the Town of Thomaston had and 
was building numerous ships during this time, the build­
ing at the “Shore” had only just begun. From 1790 until 
the War of 1812 is generally looked upon as the first 
period of growth and prosperity due largely to favorable 
reaction by the adoption of the Constitution, by tonnage 
taxes imposed on foreign vessels, and the establishment 
of public credit. During this period a meagre start in 
shipbuilding was made at the "Shore”, but the real devel­
opment came after the War of 1812. During this second 
period of growth and prosperity of the merchant marine 
for the nation as a whole, the ’’Shore” progressed rap­
idly in the building of ships. ’’Not only were we (U.S.) 
carrying practically all of our own goods, but the repu­
tation of Yankee ship builders for turning out models 
which surpassed in speed, strength and durability any 
vessels to be found.” It was during this decade that (2) 
the sail packets were developed. The Yankee built
(1) Eaton -History of Thomaston p.194 Vol.l
(2) American Economic History - Faulkner p.254


ships were so successful that, alt ho steam had. been 
introduced, to water transportation and was becoming 
generally adopted from 1830 to the Civil War, the 
production of ships was exceedingly rapid. It was a 
period of overproduction of ships as well as the period 
of development of the justly famous clipper ship, the 
fastest sailing ships ever afloat. There was an in­
creased demand for ships with the discovery of gold 
in California, as the overland routes were slow and 
perilous. The better packets could make the trip 
around the Horn in about three months. One of the 
most famous of all packets, the Red Jacket, was built 
at Rockland. The Red Jacket, built in 1853, was a ship (3) 
of 2500 tons and established some world records that 
have never been equalled. Her sailing time from New (4) 
York to Liverpool was thirteen days and one hour.
She sailed from Liverpool to Melbourne in sixty-nine 
days and eleven hours, and came back in seventy-three 
days. The Packet Flying Cloud, which is so widely (5) 
known, is said to have made 374 miles in one day, but 
the Red Jacket, in her record trip from New York to 
Liverpool, made 413 miles in one day. Not only were
(3) Files of Courier Gazette Nov. 4, 1853
(4) Files of Courier Gazette Feb. 7, 1854
(5) Files of Courier Gazette Feb. 7, 1854 
the ships speedy and of large carrying capacity, but 
they were 11 elegant” in their appointments. The ”Iddo 
Kimball” built at Rockland, is described as being “Built 
of rosewood, mahogany and gilt, and has ten staterooms 
with washrooms and bathrooms with each”. The tonnage (6) 
chart of ships built at Rockland clearly indicates 
that the shipyards at Rockland were doing their part in 
the building of ships during this period of overproduct­
ion, and that she in turn suffered heavily in the decline 
that followed. Nor does the building of ships tell the 
full story for the activity in shipping circles. A 
large majority of the ships built were not of the packet 
type, but were coasters which carried lime to the main 
Atlantic ports of the country, and were almost wholly 
owned and manned by Rockland men.
Altho the building of ships never again took such 
a prominent place in the industries of Rockland, the 
shipping business, with the ships already in service, 
continued to have for Rockland citizens a period of 
growth and prosperity. More than two hundred ships were (7) 
owned in Rockland. It was a common sight to see during
(6) Files of Courier Gazette Nov. 24, 1851 
(?) Files of Courier Gazette Jan. 23, 1879
the period from 1850 until 1890 as many as sixty 
vessels in harbor. The average number of arrivals 
were about ten per day and sometimes ran as high as 
thirty. The numbers to pass by the Owls Head light­
house of course vary from year to year, but in the 
year 1888 a record number of 19,000 vessels passed (8) 
this light, among them being six hundred “foreign 
arrivals”. Most of these vessels were connected 
with the lime industry in the Oity of Rockland, which 
was enjoying a marvelous period of growth and prosper­
ity. The larger number of the Rockland owned and 
manned vessels were carriers of lime, and made such 
ports as Hew York, Richmond, St. Petersburgh, and Hew 
Orleans. Lime continued to be carried by sailing 
vessels until 1903, but the shipping business was some­
what curtailed by the gradual adoption of coal as a fuel 
instead of wood, and the loss of the more distant 
markets for lime. Wood coasters, during the latter days 
coming largely from the’Provinces, (hence the foreign 
arrivals) began to dissapear from the harbor soon after 
the Civil War, altho some kilns had experimented with 
coal in the late fifties. The gradual disappearance
(8) Files of Courier Gazette Aug. 6, 1889 
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of the wood, coaster did not have as marked an effect 
on the shipping business for the City of Rockland as 
might be supposed. Most of the Rockland owned and 
manned vessels, as has been stated, were carrying lime 
to the markets and were not materially affected by the 
substitution of coal for wood as a fuel. It was not 
until after 1903, when the Rockland-Rockport Lime Cor­
poration purchased six steel ocean going barges, that 
the lime carrying sail vessel was driven out. The 
carrying capacity of the usual lime vessel was from 
three to five thousand casks of lime. The new barges, 
of which there were six, each had a carrying capacity 
of 16,000 casks. Ocean going tugs were purchased to 
haul these barges. These barges ply almost solely be­
tween Rockland, Boston and Hew York, the other markets 
having mostly been lost to competitors of Rockland lime. 
On the return trip from New York the barges load with 
coal.
There is another phase of the shipping business 
that must not be overlooked. With over two hundred 
vessels owned and manned by Rockland men, and arrivals 
running as high as 19000 in a single year, there was a 
tremendous business for the railways in the repair bus-
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iness. The marine railway is still with us. Then, 
too, there were the sail-lofts; the makers of masts, 
spars and timbers; dealers *in ship fittings, etc.
During the period from 1901 to 1910, in spite of 
the fact that barges were used in the carrying of lime, 
supplanting the sailing vessel, there was more tonnage 
built in Rockland than at any period since the Civil 
War, or the period of overproduction. Altho a few 
were schooners of the auxiliary type or steamers, the 
bulk were of the large four and six masted schooners 
for the coastal trade. They were not built, as a rule, 
for local demand or for local use. During the early 
years of the World War, practically no tonnage was built (9) 
at Rockland, but from 1917 to 1920 ten schooners of the 
larger type were built in response to the demand for 
ships. Of the ships built in Rockland since 1910, with 
the exception of the War demand, most of them have been 
of small tonnage and gas used for power instead of sail.
From earliest times, the customs for Rockland ship­
ping was located at Waldoboro. In 1848, during the big 
boom period of shipbuilding, many claims were put forward 
for the establishment of a custom house at Rockland.
(9) Custom House Admeasurement Book.
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However, there was much opposition to the plan.
Finally in 1849 a deputy office under the Waldoboro 
District was located here. It was not until June 1861 
that the Rockland Custom House was established and a 
collector was stationed at this port. The records of 
the Rockland Custom House until 1870, pertaining to 
the building of ships, were destroyed by fire. Most 
of the earlier records of the Waldoboro office were also (10) 
destroyed by fire. Eaton’s list of the ships built at 
Rockland was compiled from the records at Waldoboro and (11) 
some duplicated records at Washington. This list in­
cluded ships built up to 1863. The remainder of the 
list of those built at Rockland was made up from the 
records of the Rockland Custom House files, which contain 
at present the records of the Waldoboro office and other 
custom houses which have been closed, Rockland now being 
the only office in that vicinity and district.
(10) Eaton History of Thomaston & Rockland Vol.2 p.94
(11) Eaton History of Thomaston & Rockalnd Vol.2 p.94

FISH INDUSTRY
The story of the fish business of the City of 
Rockland can readily be classified into two types. 
One the smaller independent local concern which has 
continued thru the years to quietly do a moderate 
business and give rather steady employment to a fair 
sized group of men. These firms on the whole have 
not dealt in canned or pack, but have largely confined 
their efforts to lobsters, scallops, and fresh fish.
The other type is the larger highly organized and 
heavily capitalized corporation, which endeavored to 
establish an organization to develop all phases of the 
salt fish industry. This latter type has caused much 
elation and brought much disappointment.to the hopes of 
the townspeople, and largely dominated the story of the 
fish industry in the City.
The big ’’fish boom” which was to make the City of
Rockland the equal if not the superior of any “fish” (1) 
city on the whole Atlantic Coast, came in the form of 
the ’’East Coast”. The East Coast Fisheries Company (2) 
which was to take care of the catch, and the East Coast 
Fisheries Products Company which was to take care of 
the products, were really joint companies. The Fish­
fl) Files of Courier Gazette ’’East Coast Review” May 10,1921
(2) Files of Courier Gazette ’’East Coast Review” May 21,1921
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eries Company was incorporated in May 1917 at (3)
$10,000,000 and the Products Company formed two years 
later, was capitalized at $50,000,000. The financing 
was done by the I. M. Taylor Company of New York. The 
Products Company had an agreement with the I.M. Taylor (4) 
Company that it be appointed sole fiscal agents for the 
sale of the stock of the company, and that practically 
all of the common stock, 2,441,997 shares, par of $10. 
be set aside in favor of the I. M. Taylor Company and 
be acknowledged to be paid for to the extent of $8.50 (5)
per share by the application of the sum of $20,776,794.50 
which sum was acknowledged to be due the I. M. Taylor 
Company for the services to be rendered and for certain 
property, including fish wrapping processes, the value 
of which no one has ever been able to state. There was 
also organized a Building Corporation, capital of 
$200,000, incorporated by the Products Company, to house 
from five to seven thousand additional people expected 
to enter the City in the employ of this company. A 
few houses were actually built.
The business was organized into five departments: 
Sardine; Herring; Trawler; Salt Fish; and Smoked Fish.
(3) Files of Courier Gazette '‘East Coast Review” Apr.28,1921
(4) Files of Courier Gazette “East Coast Review” Aug.26,1919
(5) Files of Courier Gazette Sept. 13, 1919
(General reference - Courier Gazette May 10, 1921.
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A large section of the waterfront, mostly south of 
Tillson Avenue, was purchased, many of the buildings 
being removed and many rebuilt for use in the business. 
New buildings, including the ice plant, packing houses, 
smoking houses, etc., were erected. Twenty-six trawlers 
were employed in bringing fish to the plant. These 
trawlers were bought from the French Government, having 
been built originally for war purposes. Each trawler 
had a capacity of 450,000 pounds of fish. During the 
first year of their operation they bought more than 
200,000,000 pounds of fish to the plant. During the 
season, more than one thousand men were employed at the 
plants. However, the difficulties of the concern were 
many and almost immediate. Many more fish were brought 
to the plant than could be properly taken care of. Too 
large an amount of the labor was not skilled in the hand­
ling of the fish. The work of the different departments 
was not co-ordinated. Some of the processes could not
be undertaken because of the lack of facilities, due to 
the lack of time in which to get them in working order, 
there was much of the fish that was never in condition 
to go on the market, and a much larger amount was put on 
the market in poor condition. The market was wide, ex­
tending to the far West, and extensive. Foreign contracts 
were heavy. Cancelled orders, refused shipments, and 
the loss of good will, soon made it necessary for the 
company to go into the hands of reseivers.
Cadwalader-Wickersham and Taft were the attorneys 
appointed as receivers, and General George W. Goethals, 
of Panama Canal fame, was actually in charge of the 
receivership. It developed that the property traded 
for $5,000,000 of common stock to the I. M. Taylor 
Company was as follows: ' (6)
1. Contract with Cox & Stevens for supervision 
of construction of vessels. (The company 
purchased mine sweepers already built from 
the French Government.)
2. Contract with Oapt. Peter Tobin to command 
trawlers.
3. Contract with Portland Shipbuilding Company 
for construction of trawlers and equipment.
4. Option for puschase of Rogers Fish Company 
of Lubec, Maine.
The I. M. Taylor Company also got a commission of 
fifteen percent of preferred stock sold. The receivers, 
appointed November 13, 1920 were authorized to issue 
Receivers Certificate to the amount of $150,000. (7)
However, the hope that the business would eventually 
get on a paying basis was slight and was reflected in 
the auction market at Philadelphia when 800 shares of 
the Fisheries Company were sold at $4. and 520 shares
(6) Files of Courier Gazette Jan. 11, 1921
(7) Files of Courier Gazette Jan. 11, 1921
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of the Products Company at $4.50 on December 3, 1920. 
The shrinkage of book value of the assets was enormous 
and is illustrated by the sale of the salt fish carried 
on the books at $442,650. and sold to the only bidder 
for $38,000. The cause of this shrinkage was the poor 
quality of the fish due to improper curing. The value 
of the property held in Rockland was listed at $933,513.50, 
but this amount most certainly could not be obtained at 
a sale. The twenty-one trawlers still in possession 
were valued at $122,000. replacement price, but could not 
be sold for $30,000.
On the advice of the receivers, the creditors petit­
ioned in 1921 for a sale of the assets, and the petition (8) 
was granted by the court on July 6, 1921. On August 16, 
1921 the sale took place, the assets being bought in by 
a committee representing the creditors of the company at 
the following prices: (9)
East Coast Fisheries Company $175,000
East Coast Products Company $285,000
This committee formed the Deep Sea Fisheries Company 
to take over the business of the East Coast Companies. 
One share of the preferred stock of the old company
8) Files of Courier Gazette, July 7, 1921
9) Files of Courier Gazette, Aug. 18, 1921 
secured one share of the new company preferred. For 
the common stock it took six shares of the old company 
for one of the new. Mortgage bonds were given prio- 
ity to the amount of $1,125,000. Bonds of the new 
company were issued to the amount of $2,150,000.
450,000 shares were issued.
The Deep Sea Fisheries Company continued to operate (10) 
some portions of the East Coast Plant and by the end of 
that year were employing one hundred twenty men and had 
started to market a specialty fish package known as 
‘‘Chilpak10 1 12. Over 100,000 pounds were packed each month. (11) 
The company sold many of the units of the plant to other 
concerns for indipendent operation, and planned to put 
the basic fish packing business on a firm footing by 
proper management. However, the company was too heavily 
burdened to accomplish this, and finally was obliged to 
go into the hands of receivers in 1927. A bid for the (12) 
property, embodying everything contained in the mortgage 
given by the Deep Sea Company to the Canal National Bank 
of Portland as trustee, was made by a committee represent­
ing the bondholders, and the property sold for about 
$245,000.
(10) Files of Courier Gazette, Sept. 1, 1921
(11) Files of Courier Gazette, Dec. 3, 1921
(12) Files of Courier Gazette, Jan. 29, 1927
Another fish project for some time gave hope that
a large permanent industry would be established at 
Rockland. It was started under the name of Sea 
Products Company in 1921. This company not only (13) 
employed boats and ran factories, as had its prede­
cessors, but jumped into the wholesale business direct, 
establishing stores for the sale of their fish in 
various places in New England. Their initial success 
encouraged them to attempt a program of expansion and 
they added factories located at various points on the 
nearby islands. However, in 1922, the company got 
into financial difficulties and asked for a receivership, 
stating that their assets were $55,000 and their liabi­
lities $35,000.
Within the year 1929, the William Underwood Company 
has purchased the Messer Wharf property and are operating 
a factory for fish packing which they have built there. 
The factory is now operated as one of a chain of such 
owned by the Underwood Company.
Another factory attempt is that of the Lawrence (14) 
Packing Company. This company came to Rockland in 1909 
and built a sardine factory and successfully operated it 
until the advent of the East Coast Companies. They sold
(13) Files of Courier Gazette, Jan. 29, 1921
(14) Files of Courier Gazette, Oct. 19, 1909. 
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this property to the East Coast at that time at what 
was considered to have been a good price. The 
Lawrence Company is again to operate in the fish bus­
iness. They have just purchased the Sherman-Glover 
wharf and expect to erect a packing factory there.
Mention has already been made of the smaller and 
less spectacular efforts in the fish business which 
have generally continued to be successful over a period 
of years. There is, however, one branch of the in­
dustry which altho it did not last in a large way for 
any length of time, was exceedingly successful during 
its comparatively short life. The scallop beds on (15) 
the Monroe Island field awaiting the coming of the gas 
powered sloop to yield up their wealth in shell fish 
and to become practically extinct in a very few years. 
The beds were located in very deep water and gasoline 
power was necessary in the handling of the drags for 
the taking of this crop. From fifty to one hundred 
boats went to the field each day in season, bringing 
their large catches to the City to be shipped to more 
distant markets. The field was so completely exhaust­
ed that it has been practically abandoned. Mention
(15) Files of Courier Gazette, May 8, 1909
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should also be made of the lobster industry. Some
firms in Rockland have developed an extensive market (16) 
for lobsters and employ a considerable number of 
boats to ply the coast to buy up this shell fish 
from the local fishermen.
(16) Files of Courier Gazette, May 8, 1309.
J. J.T •
MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS
Altho Rockland is known as the ’’Lime City” and has 
enjoyed a very prosperous shipbuilding business in 
bygone days, and has passed thru the period of the 
big ’’fish booms”, it must be recognized that there 
have been many other industrial efforts over the years 
that have contributed largely to her welfare. Most 
of the industries have not been on a large scale.
Some have lasted but a few months or years, and others 
have continued to contribute to the prosperity of the 
City over a long term of years. The ’’comings and 
goings” of these enterprises cannot and has not been 
attempted, but examples in several fields will be 
called to mind just to indicate the types that play a 
fair share in the welfare of the City.
Before the City of Rockland was incorporated an iron (1) 
foundry was established in 1847, and its location near 
the G. Thomas Shipyard serves to show the type of pro­
duct turned out. Since that day there have been estab­
lished at different times numerous foundries, most of 
them connected with the merchant marine.
In nearby territory, especially on the islands in
(1) Eaton, History of Thomaston & Rockland, Vol.l,p.415
Penobscot Bay, are located many granite quarries, 
which in the past have enjoyed a most prosperious 
period, and today continue in operation. In 1893 
there was established in Rockland the Livingston 
Manufacturing Company, for the purpose of making 
stoneworking tools. This company has at different 
times purchased secret processes of manufacture and 
have patented designs of their own and come to be 
the only concern in the State of Maine now exclusi­
vely making granite working tools. In late years 
they have also made tools for sandstone and marble.
In 1909 their capital stock was increased from $50,000 
to $200,000 indicating the success this company enjoys.
Their normal payroll numbers twenty-five men.
An attempt to establish a stone business was made (2) 
at Rockland. The Arthur McMullen Company started 
the erection of a $75,000 plant at the South End.
The aim was to accomodate one hundred and fifty workers
at stone cutting. Sheds were erected and actual oper-
ation commenced. Quarries were operated at Stonington
and Somes Sound. The business however, did not long
continue in existence, and never reached its attempted 
goal.
(2) Files of Courier Gazette May 1, 1909
The City of Rockland has at different times 
expressed its willingness to make the establishment 
of industries in the City as attractive to capital 
as possible. In 1871 the City offered to bestow (3) 
i:all the aid possible, even to the exemption of taxes 
for a term of ten years” to any and all concerns (4) 
which would locate here, if their annual product 
amounted to $50,000. Similar offers have been 
made in later years, and there has been located here 
at various times certain branch factories in the 
clothing business, etc., but generally these in­
dustries have not remained with us for any length 
of time. Sometimes the equipment of the departed 
firms has been taken over by other enterprisers, 
not always asking the City for aid, and have estab­
lished themselves and continued in general the same 
type of business. The Modern Pants Company is an 
example of this kind of an industry, and the mere 
mention of this concern brings to mind the fact that 
in years gone by that Morey’s ’’Park Street Pants 
Factory” enjoyed a prosperous business and employed 
many workers for a long period of years.
(3) Files of Courier Gazette Aug. 4, 1871
(4) Files of Courier Gazette, May 1, 1809
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(5)There have been, of course, as in every city, 
many contracting firms; wholesalers, canning 
factories for fish, berries and vegetables, etc; 
and planing mills and saw mills, etc. that have 
contributed and are contributing much to the wel­
fare of the city.
(5) Files of Courier Gazette, Dec. 29, 1921.
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EATON'S SHIP LIST (Edited for Rockland). The records at Waldoboro
in whole and at Washington, P.O. in part, having been burned, the first 
of this table is necessarily imperfect*
(b) in the column stands for the builder as being a chief owner, and
(c) for captain or master*
Year Type Name Tons Builder Owners, (Principal)
1794 John Ulmer
1607 Fair Play 70 W.McLoon Adams, Robinson, o.
1817 Milo 80 W.McLoon E. Snow, F.Haskell, o •








b • Tolmans, Bird, Thorndike
1828 Sch. Volant 87 G. Thomas b•Crockett, Wooster,c






1831 Sch* Freeman 106 G.Thomas Crockett,Harden,Spear, c*
1833 Sch* . Tremont 120 G* Thomas Achorn, Dean, B .Ulmer, c *
1835 Ship Peruvian 476 G.Thomas Spear, c, Kimball, Tolman












Dean, C. To lman,Penniman, o 
Kimball, Spear, Gregory, c
1840 Sch* Edinburg 195 E.Andrews Crocker, o,Kimball,




b .Kimball, J. Gregory, o • 
Crocketts,o* Sherer,







b.W.Spofford, c • Colson, 










b .Bird, Caswell,Holbrook, < 
b .Allen, Fisher ,W.Staith,c




b .Kimballs,Sawyer, Colson 


































1649 Sch. Oliver H.Perry
Gertrude Horton 
Brig Edgar 















































b .Luce, Spalding, o, 
b.F. Cobb , Torry ,E. Cobb,o 
b.Libby&Buller.S. Thomas , 
b . J. Bird, Ingraham. Brews! 
Keen, Achorn , Burpee 
b • Cole .Packard, o 
b .K. Crocket t ,W .Thomas
Abbot t, Ingraham, o 
Fales,R.Crocketts 
Kimballs, Ferrand, Crouch, 
Dean, Smith, Ormsby, o 
Fogg&Fale s,Ulmer, W. Fales 
b • Ingraham, Hat ch 
b .Dow, Bond, Crocker, o
Libby&Co.T. Williams 
Hix, Condon,H.Hall, o • 
Kimballs ,Paul, o .Ulmer 
Spoffords,JP,c. Kimball 
b.Nesmiths, Walsh, Pierce, 
Spear, Ingraham,KimbaL 1
Dean,McLain,Packard, o 
Crockett, Farwell, Brewste 
b.Achorn,B&JClough, o, 
Libby .Kimball, Case 
b. Blacking tons .White 
Kimball, Abbot t, Stanley, o 
Libby&Kimball,A.Spea?,o 
Kimball,SawyexAColson, 







Birds, Jacks on ,H . Bird, o 




Year Type Kame Tons Builder Owners (Principal)
1650 Sch. Rockland 48 Hewett , S .Welch, o •
James R. 52 Farnsworth,Ge tchell,o
Celestial 116 S.Starrett(T) Spears, Ingrahams
Ship Mary Crooker 549 C.Starrett J.Crooker,o.Starrett
Crescent 753 Merriam&Andrews b. Forbes,o.
Rookland 1000 G. Thomas
1851 Sch. R.B.Pitts 82 Berry,Coburn, Verrill,o
Lion 150 J.Crodkett b.K.Crockett,Healy,o•
Superior 98 Merriam&Andrews Ac horn, Burpees, Ro bins on, a
B.B.Whitlook- 150 Merr ian&Andrews b. J.Packard, a.
Anxf 157 J • Whi t e, She r ers, Dagge 11, a
Louisa Dyer 145 Dyers, Coombs, Ames, a
Qnatavia 137 Kimball, Rankin, Snow,
Wm.* Gregory 149 MoLoon, FGray, Buokl in, o
Brk* Geo.W.Horton 299 C.Starrett J .Bird, Atkins,Packard, o
Harriet Spalding 299 S.Starrett Cobb, Ingrahams, Spalding, o
Iddo Kimball 474 C.Starrett b .Kimballs, Ingraham, o
Springbok 370 G. Thomas Seoomb&Taylor, Boston
Ship Chas .Holmes 792 Andrews&Merriam R. Crockett, o.Pillsbury
1852 Soh. Rebecca, U5 AGLuce,T.Thurs ton,c
Win. S. Brown 146 H.Merriam CrocbB tt. Furbish.
Luoy Ames 150 S.Starrett Berrys, D. Ames, c.
James' Ingraham 146 S.Starrett Ingrahams,Wheeler,o
Isaac Cohen Herts 149 C.Starrett Kimballs,Burpees,Bullock
Marcia Ferrand 175 C&S Dyer Whitney ,Luoe, Burpees ,
Josiah Aohorn 124 H .Merriam Burpees,Grover,Fales
Chas.* Roberts 149 C&N Dyer b.L.Snow, Wise,Post .0
Brk. Jenny Pitts 540 H.Merriam Shows, Farwell,Pit ts
Ship Paragon 900 H.Merriam b. S.Duncan, o
Anglo Saxon 860 F.W.Rhoades B&R Keating,o
Defiance 1691 G* Thomas b.H.Vinal,o.
Rattler 1121 G. Thomas b. Amsbury, o.
1653 Sah. Empire 218 H.L.Merriam Rollins York, o
Mary' Fransworth 150 Cai Dyer Fales, Farnsworth,Everett
Sarah L. Hills 171 Snows ,Pill sbury.MoKe mon
Mountain Eagle 196 D.Ames, A.C.Ames,o
Emma Furbish 165 E.Andrews Ames .LimeRoakBank,Kendall
Hardscrabble 126 H.Grego ry b.McLain,J.Gregory,o•
John* Bell 149 J.Aohorn Starrett,Berry,Cobb,
Lewis McLain 176 G.Thomas Crook et t, Fales, Buokl in, o
C.L*.Allen 155 C&K Dyer Aohorn, Atkins,Rhoades, o
F.L. Jones 167 J.Aohorn Aohorn, G. Gregory, o.Be an
Kate Holbrook 169 S.Starrett C .Perry, Smith,Hall, o
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Year Type Name Tons Builder Owners (Principal)
1853 Brk. H.S. Bradley- 400 H.Merriam b•Conant,c.
Mary J. Kimball 398 C.Starrett Brewster,Lord,Fiske,o
Angella Brewer 422 S.Starrett Kimball,Butler,^lmer,o
Win. T. Sayward 462 Isaac Ames J.S.Sayward,c.
David Kimball 499 D.C .Dinsmore J. Ames, o .Hewett .Pillsbury
Ship Live Yankee 1638 H.Merriam G.W. Brown, c.
Gazetteer 1119 F.W.Rhoades b. R.Crockett,o.
Charles Buck 1424 J.Hilt Lawrence,Hilt & Co.
Progressive 1119 F.W.Rhoades b.
Mary T. Starrett 625 C.Starrett b • A.H .Kimball,Ulmer • o
BED JACKET 2500 G.Thomas b•Taylor&Secomb,Boston.
1854 C.A.Libbey 238 H.Merriam b. James Wallace,o
Albert Jameson 89 E.Andrews John James on,c.
Excelsior 174 Watermans, Sleeper,c.
Ella 213 Starrett&Havener Crockett.Marstan,Davis
Soh. L.W. Alexander 145 I .Ames Sherers,J.ToIman,
Ella May 61 Lawrence & Co. b .Brackett, Titus, o •
Brig Anna M. Weeks 198 J.Crockett Holmes, Crockett ,Mars t an, <
Mary Cobb 285 J * S • Cre ight on, Fl int, a
Tyrant 211 E.Andrews Bean, Osg ood, Gregory, c
Sarah E. Dix 262 Starrett&Havener b.J.F.Cables,0.
Brk. Rambler 367 H.Merriam Allen, Bean, Packard, o •
Samson 456 L.C.Carver D. Robins on,Harden,Daily ,
Ship Yankee Banger 708 R. Trowbridge A.H.Kimball, I .C. Abott
Cavalier 1286 Hilt&Co. Dyer, Aohom, Atkins,
Chas .A. Farwell 1298 S.Starrett Farwells, Cobb, Crocker, o
Clarissa Bird 1064 C.Starrett b .H • Bird, c • A.H .Kimball
Oliver Jordan 1219 C.Starrett Kimball, Abbott, Jordan, o
Louisa Hatch 854 W.McLoon b. Amesbury,c
Young Mechanic 1376 F.W.Bhoades b. H.Spalding,c
John Cottle, 1200 Hilt & Co.
J. Wakefield 1286 H.Merriam Wakefield, Berry,
Euterpe 2000 H.Merriam G.W. Brown, et .als .NewYork
1855 Soh. N.C.Fletcher 96 J .Hewe11,H• Rhoades, c
Ella Frances 22 S.L .Treat,Penniman, o
Baltic 148 Healy, Cates,Holbrooke
Hiawatha 131 Jas.Crockett b .Page, Alden, Simonton, o
Brie. L.D.Carver 414 L.D.Carver W.S.Carver,o
Hanson Gregory 349 C.Starrett Alden, Thomas, Sylvester, o
Caroline Ellems 399 S.Starrett O’Neal,Glover,Ellems,c
Ship Squando 1089 Kimballs ,W. Jordan, c
1856 Soh. Uncle Sam 57 A.a.nuce, Franham,c
Brig Ocean Eagle 290 A.G»iiUCe,o
Brk. Harriet S. Fisk 564 Ingraham, Butl er, Fiske, o
Ship Julia Lawrence 877 Lawrence & Co. b.Cobb,Libby,Spear,c.
Forest Eagle 1156 C.Starrett b.A.H.Kimball, Ulmer,c
±ZD,
Owners (Principal)Year Tons BuilderType Maine




1858 Sah. B.B.Bean 217
Emeline McLain 200
Brk, Orraville 599
1859 Sah, Joseph Hewett 122
Minnie Cobb 85
Caroline 449
Ship Jennie Beals 1094 S.Starrett





1861 Sah, Trader 75 S.Albee.Jr.
1862 Sah. Lizzie Guptill 74 A.Daggect
A.J.Bird 178 H.Merriam
Brk, Bradford 284 S.Starrett
Antietam 222 R,C,Thomas
Ship Martha Cobb 1193 S.Starrett
1863 Sah, Indomitable 88 N. Beverage
Adrian 109 Jos .Emery
Ned Sumter 104 Is, Snow
Vicksburg 101 J.Mehan
Catawamteak 158 Lewis Brewer
Brig Kellie Hewett 220
Brk, Mew York 366 S.Starrett
1864 Sah. Concord 62 Jos • finery
G .W .Kimball, Jr , 94 R.C. Thomas
Fortuna Thompson 242 R.C.Thomas
Ship Ort ago 850 Jos, finery
IHE LIST FOR THE REMAINING YEARS COMPILED FROM
1865 Soh, Alfred Keen 230
1866 Soh. Addie M. Bird 323
May Munroe 193
Brk, Jennie Cobb 473
Brig M.C»Haskell 351
Kimball, Bird, Gregory, o 
Kimballs, Hosmer, o
Bl rcl, Dune an, A. Merrill, o 
McLain,Perry, Sleeper 
Farwells.Mallard,Crockett
H .J .Hewett .Bucklin, o 
NAFarwell, Cobb ,Ham, o 
McLoon, J .Packard, o 
F, Cobb, H. Beals
A.F.Ames, D.Ames.o 
Hoke s, Be ans, Hupper, c 
JAH Bird, J .Merrill, o 
I Snow, c • Farwell ,Hall
Farnsworth, Crockett, o
M. Sumner, Guptill.o 
J.Bird, French, o. 
Kimball, Cables, o, 




Lucy Snow, I.Thorndike,o 
b. Haskell,o 
I.L.Snow,o,
Huds an,Hewett, Buokl in, o 
Borland,Hopper,o•
F. Cobb, A.G. Spear, o,
01 ive Kimball, Crookett, o
G. Holmes, o.
Francis Cobb






Year Type Name Tons Builder Masts Owners (Principal^
1867 Brk. Henry A.Litohfield 638 Ben j.Litchfield
1868 Soh. Maggie D.Mars ton 253 Geo.Pendleton
Brk. Lizzie Williams 827 Samuel Blair
Brig Edith Hall 283 I.L.Show
1869 Soh. William Wilson 267 F.W. Benedict
Brig Luoy W. Snow 315 F.L. Butman
Onolaska 476 D.S.JSnery
Caroline Gray 327 I. L.Snow
Ship Otago 895 Wta. Renton
1870 Brig. R.W.Messer 472




1872 Soh. Willie 14 Snow'-Farwell&Co •2
ChariotteJames on 323 J.MoAllister 3 Geo. Jameson,LeonardJai
Belle Brown 140 Snow&Farwell&Co 2 I .Snow I.S*Snow,Farwel
C.C,Rankin 203 Am f^ARfL-nXin 2 Albert Ames
1873 Soh. Nellie Cushing \ 155 (Wreck rebuilt) 2
E.W.MoIntyre 6 Eben Daggett 2
Joseph Farwell 144 Snow-Farwell&Co 2 b.
Sarah F. Bird 381 McAlester,Williams
and Dean 3 b.D.N.Bird,Nanoy Hall
Emerson Rokes 441 3 Chas .Marston
Johnnie Me serve 88 G.W,Kimball 2 b.G.Gregory
Sip. Coquette 7 R.C.Thomas
Restless 8 Chas. Hedges
Steamer Arrow 7 S.H. Coombs
1874 Soh. L.T.Whitmore 295 Ames&Rankin 3 b.
Wta.S .Farwell 146 Lewis Brewer 2 I&I.S.Snow.JFArwell
Hannah MoLoon 545 Sanford Starrett3 L. R. Keen, Starrett,
Luella A. Snow 186 Snow-Farwell&Co 2 b.
Adela S. Hills 465 S.Starrett 3 H.Gregory, Weston
Brim Addie E. Sleeper 590 Mo.W. & Dean 3 b. Henry Sleeper
1875 Soh. Brunette 10 R.C .Thomas
Brk. Walker Aonington Jr .521 S.Starrett 3 J .Hooper, A.Rokes
1876 Soh. Addie E. Snow 163 Snow-Farwell&Co 2 b.
Major 7 F.B.T.Young 2 J.J.Perry
Brk. John R. Stanhope 406 Snow,Pearson&Co 3
16 ( •
Year Type Kame Tons Builder Masts
1878 Sch. Susan 60 K.C.Rankin et.Als 2
Frank Pearsons 83 Snow-Pears ond Co • 2 I&ISSnow, Farwell
C.Hanrahan 439 A.F.Ames&Son 3
Sip. Gertrude 9 N.T.Albee 1
Brk. Will W. Case 576 S.Starrett 3
1879 Soh. Frank Horton 124 2
M.A.Aohorn 308 A.F.Ames 3
1880 Soh. Kitty Lawry 33 A.FJLmes 2
Charlie Hanley 94 Cobb&Gregory 2
Str. Hurrioane 38 Davis Tillson 1(Rebuilt at BoothbaylSl
1881 Soh. Milford 215 Cobb&Bodwell 3
Helen Montague 407 A.F.Ames 3
Jenny Greenbank 85 Snoww&Pearsons 2
1882 Soh. Bertha E. Glover 113 John S.Case 2
M.Luella Wood 556 A.F.Ames 3
Fannie Whitmore 552 A.F.Amev & Co. 3
Nahum Chapin 567 Cobb.Wight&Co. 3
Ira E. Wight 71 Snow-Pears cns&Co2
Jennie G.Pills bury 146 S.Starrett 2
Str. Maynard Sumner 307 Cobb-Wight&Co.
1883 Soh. Mabel Hooper 545 A.F.Ames 3
Woodbury M. Snow 102 Show-Pears on&Co •2
Hina Tillson 615 A.F.Ames 3
J.B.Holden 390 Cobb.Wight&Co. 3
George Bird 212 John MoAlister 3
1884 Soh. John H. Pearsons 545 Snow-Pearsons&Co.3
Wide Awake 111 Snow-Pearsons&Co.2
W.L.White 626 A.F.Ames 3
Alfaretta Campbell 637 A.F.Ames 3
1885 Soh. Jose Alaverri 628 F.Cobb&Co. 3
1886 Soh. Robert A. Snow 165 I.L.Snow&Co. 2
1888 Soh. John I. Snow 186 I.L.Show&Co. 3
1889 Soh. Ira B. Ellems 262 Cobb-Butler&Co. 3
Year Type Kame Tons Builder Masts
1890 Soh* Lulu Everett 191 I.L.Snow & Co. 2
Laura L. Sprague 564 G.A.Gilohrest 3
Carrie E. Look 503 Cobb.Butler&Co. 3
Lena F. Dixon 978 G.A.Gilohrest 3
Kathan F. Cobb 623 Cobb.Butler&Co•- 3
Morris & Cliff 125 Perry Brothers 2
Laura M. Hunt 539 G.A.Gilohrest 3
Slp.Yt. Carita 8 J.B.Loring 1
1891 Soh. Margaret A. Gregory 196 I.L.Snow&Co. 3
Lena White 126 Cobb,Butler&Co. 2
Carrie A. Cooks on 915 G.A.Gilohrest 4
Maggie Hurley 83 2
Olive T. Whittier 534 G»A.Gilohrest 3
Flora Pressey 104 Cobb,Butler&Co. 2
1892 Soh. Mary .Langdon 110 Cobb.Butler&Co. 2
Str. Gov. Bodwell 70 G.A.Gilohrest
1893 Soh. Lavinia M. Snow 336 I.L.Snow&Sons 3
Thelma 498 G.A.Gilohrest 3
1894 Str. Huth 117 G.A.Gilohrest 2
1896 Soh. Methebeseo 318 I.L.Snow&Co* 3
1897 Soh. John J• Perry 138 Perry Brothers 2
Sip. James Hawley 6 J.B.Loring 1
Sylvester 9 J.B.Loring 1
1900 Soh. Wellfleet 496 Cobb.Butler&Co. 3
Geneva 776^ Cobb.Butler&Co. 4
1901 Soh. Re be oda Palmer 2125 Cobb.Butler&Co. 5
Metinio 172 l.xt.snow &Co. 3
Jaoob M. Haskell 1362 Cobb,Butler &Co . 4
1902 Soh. Mari'o'n i\» Cobb 360 Cobb,Butler& Co. 3
William Bisbee 206 I.L.Show&Oo. 3
Minerva II 494 Cobb.Butler&Co, 3
1903 Soh. Robert H. Mo Curdy 735 Cobb,Butler&Co. 4
Str. Yt. Wenonah 29 I.L.Snow &6o.
Str. Mouhegan 198 Cobb.Butler & Co •
1904 Soh. Edward H. Cole 1395 Cobb,Butler&Co. 4















Gharles l*Greenough 145 Cobb,Butler &Co.
Type Base Tonii Builders Masts
Soh* Governor Powers 1578 Cobb*Butler& Co* 4
Helvetia 924 I*L*Snow &Co* 3
Ruth B* Cott 530 Cobb * Butler&Co• 4
Str* Ylnalhaven 126 Cobb*Butler &Co*
Soh* John D* Colwell 946 Cobb*Butler&Co* 4
Horthland (Aux) 1568 Cobb,Butler&Co* 4
Str* May Archer 49 Cobb*But1er&Co•
Soh* Wawenook 258 I.L.Show&Oo. 3
Mertie B* Crowley 2410 Cobb* Butl er&Co* 6
Dean E* Brom 621 Cobb * Butler&Co• 4
Sip* Evelyn H* Thaw 34 C*E. Bioknell 1
Soh* Jessi^ A.Bishop 624 Cobb * Butler&Co• 4
Lewiston 711 Cobb,Butler&Co* 4
Frank Brainard 198 Cobb*Butler& Co* 3
Stanley M* Seaman 953 Cobb,Butler&Co* 4
Soh* William E*Burnham 643 Cobb*Butler&Co• 4
Soh* Hugh'de Payens 342 I.L.Snow &Co* 3
Steam Tug Cumberland 57 Cobb* Butler&Co•
Str* Martin J* Marran 144 Cobb*Butler&Co*
Herbert H* Edwards 145 Cobb*Butler&Co•
S*S* William B* Murray 172 Cobb* Butler&Co•
Anagens et 380 Cobb*Butler&Co•
Long Island 300 Cobb * Butler&Co•
Sdh* Tarratine 230 I»L*Snow & Co* 3
S»S* East Hampton 208 Cobb*But1er&Co•
s*s. Islesboro 67 Cobb*Butler&Co*
Gas Tremembral 7 I*L*Snow & Co*
Gas (Boat) 4 Geo* Horton
S.S. Hoble Maxwell 352 Franois Cobb Co*
Soh* Frank A* Morey 
Allen (Theoline)
481 Franois Cobb Co*
509 Franois Cobb Co*
Gas B*B*W*
Edith Hute (Aux)
30 I.L.Snow & Co*
542 I*L*Snow
±ou
Year 5type Kame Tons Builder Masts
1918 Soh. Illa Pieroe Thurlowl348 Francis Cobb. Co. 4
Herbert Blaok 661 I.L.Snow&Co. 4 (Rebuilt)
Paul I. Thurlow 1453 F.Cobb.Shipbldg.Co.4
1919 Soh. Freeman 959 F.Cobb• Shipbldg.Co.4
Keating (Dorothea L. Brinkmann) 
621 I.L.SnowSbCo* 4
Duoia P. Dow 891 F. Cobb. Shipbldg .Co .4
Barge White Head 1137 F. Cobb. Shipbldg .Co .3
1920 Soh. Josephine A. MoQuestion
1462 F. Cobb, Shipbldg .Co. 4
S»S» Radium 54 C.I.Bioknell (Rebuilt Evelyn Thaw)
1924 S.S.Gov. Bo dwell 102 G.A.Gilohrest 
1925 Slp.Soow John P» Barbour 30 Irving G.Barbour
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This list was compiled, by a group of sea captains who sailed from 
Rockland. It has been as carefully checked as possible. Those ships 






Addie E. deeper* 








Annie A. Booth 








Austin D. Knight 
Albert Steams 
Annie Henderson 
Addie F. Cole 
Abbie K. Bentley 





Abel W. Parker 
Alaska 
Angelina
Annie J. Russell 
Ada A. Kennedy 































Break of Day Cosmos
Blooms Commerce
Brigadier Clara E. Colcord














0 .A. Sproul 
Carrie May
C.M.Walton 
C JI .Edwards 
C & R Tarbox 
Chas. Carroll 
Clara A. Brewer 
Chant id ear 
Columbia























Caroline* Emeline McLain* Fly
Caroline EHems* Edith Hall* Forest Eagle*
Charley Woolsey Ella F. Crowell Flora Woodhouse











D*H •Hodgkins Ella* Gen. Warren
Defiance* Jftnerson Hokes* George
Delaware Edward Lame yer George Aohorn
Dakatak Ella Frances* Geo. E. Prescott
Dorothy E.G.Willard Gen* Adelbert Ames
D.W.Hammond Evie B. Hull Grace Webster
Daniel Simmons Excelsior* Gazelle
David Osier Emma Fairbanks Good Intent
Dora Allison Equal Gilbert Stanchiff
Daniel McLoud Bnpire* Georgianna
D. Hills Enma Verrill Geo. Shattuak
D.B*Everett Elizabeth Gold Hunter
D.H.Ingraham Eliza Ann Geo* W* Collins















Sully A. Swift Florida Geo* W* Kimball Jr**
Eagle Freeport Gentile
Eastern Belle Flora Pressey* Gertrude Horton*
Eliza A. Anderson Florence Mayo Geo. W* Horton*
Snogene Frederick Eugene Geo* Albert
Esther K. ftrank & Hellie Gen. Cass
Exchange Fannie Keating* Golden Cloud
E. Pluribus Unum Frances Hatch Gertrude Smith
Ellen Maria F.L, Jones* Growler
Emma L* Gregory Freddie Walton Gold Fish
Emma C. Litchfield Flyaway Geo* A* Lawry
Repress Francis M* Loring Greyhound
Esperanza Friendship Gen* Hanau ok
Everett Fleetwood Georgia Berry
Excell Fannie Barney Gen* Grant
±oo.
Henry Cartoff 
Hod & Frank 
Hanson Gregory* 
Hastings 
Henry K. Squire 










































Ira E. Wight* 
Ida Hudson







John C. Gregory 












John S. Ingraham 




John J. Perry* 
John Bell* 
John I* Snow* 
Jose Olaveri* 
Jordan L» Mott 
J.M.Mo rales 
J.Frank Seavey 
John R. Stanhope* 




James L. Malloy 




JennieiG, Pills, bury* 


































Lewis K. Cottingham 
Lucy Elizabeth 
Linnet
Laura M. Hunt* 
Lena White* 
L.T.Whitmore* 





Luoy W, Snow* 



























Marion JU Cobb* 
Maggie Hurley* 
Martha Cobb* 





Mary E. Lynch 





Margaret A» Gregory* 
Massachusetts 
May Day


























Mary J. Kimball* 





Kellie T. Morse 



















































Rambler* Superior* Uncle Sam*
Rena Susan* Union
Robert B. Smith Susan Centere
Race Horse Susan & Mary
R. Leach Samuel Rankin Village
R.C.Thomas Sarah E.Dix* Village Belle
R.W.Messer* Sarah Hamilton* Victory




Rury S.Hodgdon Sarah Franklin
Robt. A» Snow* Silvery Spray talker Armington*
Reindeer S.S.Smith Walter C. Hall
R.L. Kinney Sarah L. Davis Walter H. Thorndike
Richard Bullwinkle Sadie A. Kimball Wm. S. Farwell*
R.S.Dean Sarah A. Blaisdell Woodbury N.Snow*(Red Sumter*)
Rienzi Sampson* Wawenock*
Richard Law Sarah Quimby (scow) Wide Awake*.
Resolute Sloop Undine White Cloud
Rodney Parker Seth Wyman William Jones
R.R.Govia Sarah Hill* William McLoon
Robert W. William Rice
Rosilia Win. H. Jewell
Ring Dove Willie*
Robert B, Pitts* Tyrant* Warren
Trader* Winnie Lawry
Theresa Butler W.L.White*
Tannhauser Will W. Case*
Thomas Hix* Win. Bisbee*
Sarah F. Bird* Torrent William Wilson
S.C.Loud Trade Wind* (Bertha E • Glover) Wave
Star Tanner Scott Win. Gregory*
Sunbeam Tarantine* Win. H. Tit comb
S. J. Gilmore Thayer Kimball (Lady of the Ocean) .Water Witch
Sophia Jameson Treasure Win. Sumner
Sarah Thomas G. Benton Western Star
S.M.Bird Trident W.D. Mangum
St. Elmo Tiger (soow) Win. R. Huston
Sardinian Trumpet Warren B. Patten
Springbok* T.W. Cooper Warrenton
S.J.Lindsey Tempest W.E.&W.L.Tuok
Sarah Maria Theresa Wolfe Whip
Sea Belle Tyrone*
Silas McLoon Tomlinia Yankee Girl
Silver Heels Tennessee Young Mechanic*
Solon Togus (soow)
Speedwell Togus II (soow) Zulette Kenyon 
Zamora
